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Abstract 
This thesis results from an intensive study on the canonical metrics on the Te-
ichmiiller spaces and the moduli spaces of Riemann surfaces. The Teichmiiller 
space Tg of Riemann surfaces of genus g can be defined to be the set of all the 
conformal equivalence classes of the Riemann surfaces of genus g with quasi-
conformal mappings. It is well known that the moduli space Mg of Riemann 
surfaces of genus g can be viewed as the quotient of Tg by the mapping class 
group Modg. There are several renowned classical metrics on Tg and Mg, includ-
ing the Weil-Petersson metric, the Teichmiiller metric, the Kobayashi metric, the 
Bergman metric, the Caratheodory metric and the Kahler-Einstein metric. The 
Teichmiiller metric, the Kobayashi metric and the Caratheodory metric are only 
(complete) Finsler metrics, but they are effective tools in the study of hyperbolic 
property of Mg. The Weil-Petersson metric is an incomplete Kahler metric, while 
the Bergman metric and the Kahler-Einstein metric are complete Kahler metrics. 
However, McMullen[20] introduced a new complete Kahler metric, called the Mc-
Mullen metric, by perturbing the Weil-Petersson metric. This metric is indeed 
equivalent to the Teichmiiller metric. Recently, Lm-Sun-Yau[17] proved that the 
equivalence of the Kahler-Einstein metric to the Teichmiiller metric, and hence 
gave a positive answer to a conjecture proposed by Yau[33]. Their approach in 
the proof is to introduce two new complete Kahler metrics, namely, the Ricci 
metric and the perturbed Ricci metric, and then establish the equivalence of the 
Ricci metric to the Kahler-Einstein metric and the equivalence of the Ricci met-
ric to the McMullen metric. The main purpose of this thesis is to survey the 
properties of these various metrics and the geometry of Tg and Aig induced by 
these metrics. 
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摘要 
在這篇論文中，我將會對Teichmiiller空間及黎曼曲面的模空間上的典範度 
量進行深入的研究。e格為旧勺黎曼曲面的Teidimii l ler空間可以被定義為 
一個由配上了擬共形映射，而且齡格為 ( g的黎曼曲面的共形等價類組成 
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This thesis is a survey on the canonical metrics, namely, the Teichmiiller metric 
(jJt, the Kobayashi metric ujk, the Caratheodory metric ujc, the Bergman met-
ric ub, the Weil-Petersson metric ljwp, the McMullen metric gi/i, the Kahler-
Einstein metric qke, the Ricci metric r and the perturbed Ricci metric r, on the 
Teichmiiller spaces Tg and the moduli spaces of Riemann surfaces Mg. These 
metrics will be introduced one by one, and the geometric properties (say, the 
curvature bounds) related to some of these metrics will also be reviewed. The 
equivalences between these metrics will also be discussed. In fact, the main part 
of this thesis consists of the curvature formulae of the two newest complete Kahler 
metrics, i.e., the Ricci metric and the perturbed Ricci metric, and the estimates 
on their curvatures, including the holomorphic sectional curvature, bisectional 
curvature and Ricci curvature, by Lm-Sun-Yau[17] [18]. The importance of these 
results will be apparent when we come to the equivalence of the Ricci metric (and 
the perturbed Ricci metric) to the Kahler-Einstein metric and to the McMullen 
metric respectively. The essential point is that these two equivalences together 
solve a conjecture proposed by Yau[33] twenty years ago. Now let me introduce 
each of the chapters below, i.e., chapter 2 to chapter 5, in a more detailed manner. 
Chapter 2 is a preparation chapter. In this chapter, some of the background 
8 
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knowledge which are useful or helpful to the remaining chapters is reviewed. The 
background knowledge includes three parts - the first part being the Riemann 
surface theory, the second part being the Teichmiiller theory and the third part 
being the Schwarz-Yau lemma - which are discussed in three different sections. 
For the Riemann surface theory, the uniformization theorem (Theorem 2.1.1) 
provides a way of modeling the Riemann surfaces. The Fuchsian groups and 
the quasiconformal mappings will help define the Teichmuller spaces, while the 
Beltrami coefficients and the holomorphic quadratic differentials play a main role 
in the infinitesimal theory of Teichmuller spaces. Moreover, the nodal Riemann 
surfaces are candidates for the boundary points of the moduli spaces of Riemann 
surfaces. 
In section 2.2, different equivalent definitions of the Teichmuller spaces are 
given. The Teichmuller distance, which turns the Teichmiiller spaces into metric 
spaces, and the Bers embedding, which provides the Teichmuller spaces with the 
complex structures, are briefly reviewed. The moduli spaces of Riemann surfaces 
are also defined. With the aid of Bers embedding (and the Kodaira-Spencer 
map), the representations of the tangent space and the cotangent space at some 
point of a moduli space as the space of harmonic Beltrami differentials and the 
space of holomorphic quadratic differentials of a Riemann surface are obtained 
(Theorem 2.2.1 and the paragraph below the theorem). The local behavior of 
the boundary of moduli spaces is briefly studied as well. Two versions of the 
Schwarz-Yau lemma are included in section 2.3 for the later use in the chapter 5. 
In chapter 3, the classical canonical metrics, i.e., the Teichmuller metric, the 
Kobayashi metric, the Caratheodory metric, the Bergman metric and the Weil-
Petersson metric, are examined. The first three metrics are just Finsler met-
rics, while the latter two are Kahler. In section 3.1 the Finsler metrics and the 
Bergman metric are introduced. They are all complete, and indeed they are equiv-
alent to each other. The Teichmuller metric even coincides with the Kobayashi 
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metric, which is a result from Roy den [23]. The equivalence of the Kobayashi 
metric to the Caratheodory metric and to the Bergman metric (Theorem 3.1.1) 
rely on the results of Kobayashi[15] (Lemma 3.1.1). Section 3.2 consists of the 
description of the Weil-Petersson metric. Since the harmonic lifts f i , v ^ are 
important in the computation of the curvature formulae of the Weil-Petersson 
metric and the Ricci metric, some results related to them, like the formulae for 
the Lie derivatives of the harmonic Beltrami differentials Bi with respect to them 
(Lemma 3.2.4), the harmonicity of these Lie derivatives (Lemma 3.2.5) and the 
commutator of Vk and Wi (Lemma 3.2.6), are included as well. The definition of 
Maass operators Kp and Lp are also given. Moreover, the curvature formula of 
the Weil-Petersson metric is quoted (Theorem 3.2.1). 
Chapter 4 is the longest chapter of the thesis because it contains numerous 
important and useful results of the four "younger" Kahler metrics, namely, the 
McMullen metric, the Kahler-Einstein metric, the Ricci metric and the perturbed 
Ricci metric. The first section is an overview of the McMullen metric, which was 
constructed by McMullen [20]. A sketch of the proof of the Kahler hyperbolicity 
of this metric is given (Theorem 4.1.1). Also, its equivalence to the Teichmiiller 
metric is proved (Theorem 4.1.3). Section 4.2 is a short review on the existence of 
the Kahler-Einstein metric (Theorem 4.2.1) and Yau's conjecture. The last three 
sections are the main characters of this chapter. In section 4.3 an intensive study 
on the Ricci metric due to Liu-Sun-Yau is included. The commutator operators 
“ are defined so as to simplify the computation of the curvature formula of the 
Ricci metric. Some formulae related to these operators are given (Lemma 4.3.1). 
The operator which is indeed the commutator of “ and 可(Lemma 4.3.2), is 
also defined for the purpose of simplification. The curvature formula of the Ricci 
metric is then explicitly worked out (Theorem 4.3.2). 
Plenty of estimates on the asymptotics and the curvatures of the Ricci metric 
are found in section 4.4. Some norms on the sections of (/t 0 ^—1)2 for p > 0 
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are defined as Wolpert[30] did. Then the Trapani's expression[28] of the Masur's 
holomorphic quadratic differentials V^ i, [19] on the genuine collars using rs-
coordinate provides a tool for the estimates of the Weil-Petersson metric near a 
boundary point (Corollary 4.4.1) and the rs-coordinate expression of the harmonic 
Beltrami differential Bi on the collars (Lemma 4.4.1). Using this expression 
of Bi the estimates on the norms of Ai and f-j = AiAj are easily obtained 
(Lemma 4.4.2). The approximation functions e^ of e - = ( • + are defined 
and the norm estimates on them are worked out (Lemma 4.4.3) so that the 
estimates on the asymptotics of the Ricci metric can be done (Corollary 4.4.2). 
As a preparation for the curvature estimates, the estimates on different norms of 
Kof-j are given (Lemma 4.4.6). A formula for the term / in the 
J X 
curvature formula of the Ricci metric is provided as well (Lemma 4.4.7). Finally 
the estimates on the curvatures, especially the holomorphic sectional curvature, 
of the Ricci metric are proved (Theorem 4.4.3). 
The last section in this chapter is about the perturbed Ricci metric. Using 
the curvature formula of the Ricci metric, the curvature formula of the perturbed 
Ricci metric is easily obtained (Theorem 4.5.1). By the estimates on the inverse 
matrix (f^ )^ near a boundary point (Lemma 4.5.2), the estimates on the curva-
tures of the perturbed Ricci metric can be done with nearly the same method 
as that of the Ricci metric (Theorem 4.5.2). The equivalence of the Ricci metric 
and the perturbed Ricci metric follows from the estimates on the Weil-Petersson 
metric and the Ricci metric (Theorem 4.5.3). 
In the last chapter, two essential equivalences of the canonical metrics are 
examined. One is the equivalence of the Ricci metric to the Kahler-Einstein metric 
proved in the section 5.1. This equivalence (Theorem 5.1.1) follows from a simple 
but important linear algebra fact (Lemma 5.1.1) and the Schwarz-Yau lemma. 
Another is the equivalence of the Ricci metric to the McMullen metric in the 
section 5.2. Using the first derivatives of the length functions of short geodesies 
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dilj (Lemma 5.2.1) and the Schwarz-Yau lemma, this equivalence (Theorem 5.2.1) 
is proved as well. These two equivalence give a positive answer to the Yau's 
conjecture. This remark gives an end to this thesis. 
Chapter 2 
Background Knowledge 
In this chapter some background knowledge about the Riemann surface theory 
and the Teichmiiller theory will be presented. In addition, we will also take a 
look at the Schwarz-Yau Lemma, whose importance will be revealed in chapter 
5. 
2.1 Results from Riemann Surface Theory and 
Quasiconformal Mappings 
Riemann surface theory is a prerequisite for the Teichmiiller theory, so we should 
begin by a briefing about some essential results related to the Riemann surfaces. 
2.1.1 Riemann Surfaces and the Uniformization Theorem 
Let us first review the definition of a Riemann surface. 
Definition 2.1.1. A Riemann surface R is a connected one dimensional com-
plex manifold, i.e., R is a connected Hausdorff topological space with a family 
{{Ua, Za)}aeA is an index set) satisfying the following three conditions: 
(i) {Ua}aeA is an open covering of R. 
13 
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( i i ) Every z^ is a homeomorphism from Ua onto an open subset D^ of C. 
(Hi) If Uoc^Up ^ (p, the transition mappings z^p ：= z^ o z^^ from zp{Ua H Up) 
to Za{Ua n Up) are biholomorphic. 
The pairs (Ua, z � ) are called charts. Two systems of charts (Ua, Za) and 
(V ,^ Wjg) are called compatible if wp o is a holomorphic mapping from zJJJa H 
Vfs) to Wj3(Ua r\ Vy for any nonempty "a A 力.Since the composition of holo-
morphic mappings is holomorphic and the inverse of holomorphic bijection is also 
holomorphic, we can see that compatibility is an equivalence relation. An equiv-
alent class of compatible systems of charts on R is called a complex structure or 
a Riemann surface structure of R. 
A system of charts on R determines an orientation of R by pulling back the 
usual orientation of Da to Ua through the mapping 2；^. On UadUjg the orientation 
is consistently determined as the Jacobian of Za/3 is positive. 
Traditionally a compact Riemann surface is called closed while a noncompact 
Riemann surface is called open. 
A continuous mapping f between two Riemann surfaces Ri and R2 is called 
holomorphic if for any charts Za and wp on Ri and R2 respectively, the mapping 
W130 f o is holomorphic. J^ i and R2 are analytically equivalent if there exists 
a biholomorphism between Ri and R2. 
The uniformization theorem can be stated in many different ways. The deep-
est part of it is called the Koebe's planarity theorem, which says that a non-
compact planar Riemann surface is analytically equivalent to a domain in the 
plane (a surface R is planar if any simple closed curve on R divides R into two 
connected components). This result can be combined with the topological theory 
of covering surfaces. In particular, R is analytically equivalent to its universal 
covering R factored by a deck transformation group F which is isomorphic to the 
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fundamental group of R. We are then led to the following theorem, which is also 
called the uniformization theorem. 
Theorem 2.1.1. Let R be a Riemann surface. Then R is analytically equivalent 
to one of the following: 
(i) The Riemann sphere C = C U {00} = CP^. 
( i i ) The complex plane C. 
(in) The punctured plane C — { 0 } 
(w) The plane modulo a lattice C/L, where L is isomorphic to Z x Z and is 
spanned by two l-Unearly independent vectors in C. 
(v) The upper half plane M = {z\Imz > 0 } modulo a properly discontinuous, 
torsion free group F of biholomorphisms ofM (here we allow T to he a trivial 
group, in which case the quotient space is M itself). 
Proofs of this theorem can be found in Ahlfors[2], Ahlfors and Sario[5], Farkas 
and Kra[ll], and Springer[27]. Notice that any two of the five types of surfaces 
above are not analytically equivalent. 
2.1.2 Fuchsian Groups 
Due to the uniformization theorem, groups of holomorphic homeomorphisms of 
the upper half plane M which are torsion free and act properly discontinuously 
on M play a central role in Riemann surface theory. Let's drop the torsion free 
condition and consider the notion of a Fuchsian group: 
Definition 2.1.2. A group of holomorphic homeomorphisms of the upper half 
plane M which acts properly discontinuously on M is called a Fuchsian group. 
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The structure of the Fuchsian groups is indeed known. More precisely, we 
have the following facts: 
Fact 2.1.1. Suppose : IHI ^ IHI 5 bijective holomorphic mapping. Then there 
exist real numbers a, b, c, d such that ad — be == 1 and 
A{z)= 
The numbers a, b, c, d are uniquely determined up to a —1 multiple to all of them. 
Hence a Fuchsian group is a subgroup of PSL(2, R). 
Fact 2.1.2. A subgroup of PSL{2,R) is discrete if and only if it acts properly 
discontinuously on EL Thus any discrete subgroup of PSL{2, R) is a Fuchsian 
group. 
For the proofs of these facts, one can consult Gardiner[12 . 
Note that for B G PSL(2，M) and T being a subgroup of PSL(2,E), we also 
call the group BoToB'^ a Fuchsian group. This group would instead have B{M) 
as the invariant domain. 
Definition 2.1.3. An elliptic point p for G acting on X is a point on X whose 
isotropy group is nontrivial. 
We then have a theorem about the elliptic points for a Fuchsian group and 
the quotient space H/F. 
Theorem 2.1.2. LetT be a Fuchsian group acting on H. Then M/F is a complete 
metric space with the quotient metric given by 
where d is the Poincare metric on M. The set of elliptic points for T is a discrete 
set Moreover, there is a unique complex structure on EI/F making H /F into a 
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Riemann surface and the mapping tt : M ^ H/F into a holomorphic mapping. At 
nonelliptic points n is a local homeomorphism, and at elliptic points tt is locally 
an n-to-1 mapping, where n is the order of the isotropy group of the elliptic point 
Its proof also appears in Gardiner[12 . 
2.1.3 Quasiconformal Mappings and the Beltrami Equa-
tion 
A Jordan region on a Riemann surface is a connected and simply connected 
open subset of R whose boundary is a simple closed curve in R. This motivates 
us to consider the notion of a generalized quadrilateral. 
Definition 2.1.4. A generalized quadrilateral Q on R is a Jordan region on 
R together with two disjoint closed arcs j3i and P2 on the boundary of Q. The 
module of Q, denoted as m,{Q), is determined by the conformed mapping of Q 
onto a rectangle which takes pi and P2 onto the vertical sides of the rectangle in 
this way: if the rectangle has width a and height b, then m{Q)=-. 
Notice that m{Q) possesses the following property: if Q* is the same Jordan 
region as Q but with two disjoint closed arcs ai and 0^ 2 complementary in the 
boundary of Q (except for common endpoints), then m{Q*)=爪⑵• 
Now we are ready to introduce the geometric definition of a quasiconformal 
mapping. 
Definition 2.1.5. Let f be an orientation preserving homeomorphism from a 
region Q to a region Q!. Then f is K-quasiconformal if for every quadrilateral 
Q in Q, m{f{Q)) < Km{Q). The smallest possible value of K for which the 
inequality holds for all quadrilateral Q is called the dilatation of f . 
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It is obvious that m{f{Q*)) < Km(Q*) and f(Q)* = / (Q*), so by definition 
we know that 
K-'m(Q) < m(f(Q)) < Km{Q) 
for all quadrilateral Q. Using this definition we can easily obtain the property 
that if fi and f<2 are Ki~ and i^2-quasiconformal respectively, then fi o f? is 
Ki i<2-quasiconformal. 
The analytic definition of a quasiconformal mapping require the notion of 
absolute continuity on lines (ACL). A function f{z) = u{x, y) + iv{x,y) is ACL 
if for every rectangle in O with sides parallel to the x- and 2/-axes, both u(x, y) 
and v{x, y) are absolutely continuous on almost every horizontal and almost ev-
ery vertical line of that rectangle. The function u and v will thus have partial 
derivatives Ux, Uy, Vx, Vy almost everywhere in Q. Note that the complex partial 
derivatives are defined by = 工 - i f y ) and = -^{fx + i f y ) . 
Definition 2.1.6. Let f be a homeomorphism from a domain Q to a domain 0!. 
Then f is K-quasiconformal if f is ACL in 0 and < k\fz\ almost everywhere 
K - I 
for k = 冗 + 1 < 1. The minimal possible value of K for which the latter 
condition is satisfied is called the dilatation of / . 
The next theorem provides a bridge connecting two definitions. 
Theorem 2.1.3. The geometric and the analytic definitions of K-quasiconformality 
are equivalent Moreover, for a quasiconformal mapping f , fz and f : are locally 
square integrable. 
The proof of this theorem can be found in Ahlfors[3] or Lehto and Virtanen[16 . 
Notice that for a quasiconformal mapping / , K { f ) is denoted to be the di-
latation of / . 
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f -
We have seen that if / is a topological ACL mapping and if < k < 1 
Jz 
almost everywhere, then f is quasiconformal. Let }i{z) be a measurable complex 
valued function defined in a domain 0 for which = k < 1. The Beltrami 
equation is 
Mz) 二 
where the partial derivatives are assumed to be locally square integrable and taken 
in the sense of distributions. The function fjt is called the Beltrami coefficient of 
the mapping f . 
In the theory of Beltrami equation (Ahlfors[3], Lehto and Virtanen[16], Ahlfors 
and Bers[4]), a solution f can be expressed as a power series in /i, where the 
power series is made up by taking compositions of singular integral operators� 
The following theorem asserts the existence of normalized global solutions to the 
A 
Beltrami equation on C. It also expresses in a very particular way the analytic 
dependence of the solution f on the Beltrami coefficient fi. The analyticity of 
this dependence is important in the construction of complex structure for the 
Teichmuller spaces. 
Theorem 2.1.4. (Theorem 5, [12]) The Beltrami equation gives a one-to-one 
correspondence between the set of quasiconformal homeomorphisms of C which 
fix the points 0； 1 and oo and the set of measurable complex valued functions jji 
A 
on C for which ||/x||� < 1. 
Furthermore, the normalized solution to the equation depends holomorphi-
cally on fi and for r > 0 there are J > 0 and C ( r ) > 0 such that 
\ f ^ - z - t F { z ) \ < C{r)e 
for < r and < (^ ，where 
-1) f f MO超而 
" ^ 和 一 “ " ^ J j c a c - m - ^ ) 
and C 二《+ i r j . 
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Usually we need solutions f which map the upper half plane M to itself and 
preserve M for arbitrary Beltrami coefficient ijl with support in M. Let M(M) be 
the space of complex valued Loo-functions fi with support in M and < 1. 
For fi in M(EI), let /i be identical to /i on H and equal to ii{z) on the lower half 
plane M*. Then we solve the Beltrami equation with fi replaced by jl, and let f 
be the desired normalized solution. Since f {z) has the same Beltrami coefficient 
/S 
as f and also fixes the same three points on M as / , by uniqueness of the solutions 
to the Beltrami equation we know that f(z) = f(z), and / is a quasiconformal 
mapping which preserves R in an orientation-preserving manner. In addition, f 
preserves EI and M*. 
We hence obtain a corollary to the previous theorem. 
Corollary 2.1.1. For every (jl E M (H)； there exists a unique quasiconformal self-
mapping f ofM satisfying the Beltrami equation on EI which extends continuously 
to the closure o / M and is normalized to fix 0，1 and oo. 
2.1.4 Holomorphic Quadratic Differentials 
We begin by stating the definition of a holomorphic quadratic differential. 
Definition 2.1.7. A holomorphic quadratic differential if on a Riemann surface 
R is an assignment of a holomorphic function (pi{zi) to each local coordinate 
satisfying the compatibility condition, i.e., if Z2 is another local coordinate 
overlapping zi, then = (^2(^2) • 
We usually impose some restrictions on the holomorphic quadratic differen-
tials. Along a border arc a in the border of R we require that (fi{a) be real if zi 
is a local coordinate with 2:1(0;) real. If there exists an isolated boundary point p 
on R, then we require that (p have at most a simple pole at p. We do not permit 
poles of (p to occur on the boundary curves of R. The vector space of holomorphic 
quadratic differentials with the above conditions is denoted as Q{R). 
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Now if the genus oi R is g and R is obtained form a compact surface by 
deleting m disjoint closed disks and n isolated points outsides the disks, then we 
have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1.5. 
dim^Q{R) = - 6 + 3m + 2n 
except for cases shown below: 
g m n dim^Q{R) 
0 0 0,1,2 0 
0 1 0,1 0 
1 0 0 2 
In the case when m = 0，Q{R) is a complex vector space and the same formula 
yields 
dimcQ{R) = 3g — 3 n 
for any g >2, for g = 1 and n > 1, and for g = 0 and n > 3. 
This theorem can be easily deduced from the Riemann-Roch theorem. It can 
also be seen as a consequence of the Teichmiiller theorem. The proof can be 
found in Farkas and Kra[ll . 
2.1.5 Nodal Riemann Surfaces 
For the study of the boundary of the Teichmiiller spaces or the moduli spaces, 
we require the notion of a nodal Riemann surface. 
Definition 2.1.8. A nodal Riemann surface Xq is a (singular) Riemann surface 
such that for every point p E Xq, there is a neighborhood of p which is isometric 
to {z\\z\ < 1} C C or {{z,w)\zw = 0, \z\ < 1, \w\ < 1} C C^. In the second 
case p is called a node. A connected component of the complement of the nodes 
is called a part of Xq . 
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Suppose Xq has nodes and r > 1 parts X i , X r , where each Xi 
is a Riemann surface of genus gi with ly punctures. Notice there are exactly 
two punctures aj and bj (which may lie on different Xi) corresponding to the 
r 
same node pj, and we call them paired punctures. Then we have 2s 二 y ^ rij 
r 
and g = ^ gi + p + 1 — r. In this thesis we will assume for all i, Xi is not a 
sphere with one or two punctures. Thus each Xi is a hyperbolic Riemann surface 
carrying a Poincare metric p. 
Now let us talk about the rs-coordinate on a Riemann surface. This coordinate 
was defined by Wolpert[30], and there are two cases: the puncture case and the 
short geodesic case. 
For the puncture case, let X be a nodal Riemann surface and p G X be a 
node. Also, let a and b be the paired punctures corresponding to p. 
Definition 2.1.9. A local coordinate chart ( [ / , u) near a is called rs-coordinate if 
u{a) = 0 where u maps U to the punctured disk {ti|0 < < c } with c > 0； and 
the restriction to U of the Kdhler-Einstein metric on X can be written as 
The rs-coordinate {V, v) near b can be defined similarly. 
For the short geodesic case, let X be a closed Riemann surface, and let 7 
be a closed geodesic on X with length I < c ” where c* is the collar constant 
introduced by Keen [14 . 
Definition 2.1.10. A local coordinate chart ( [ / , z) is called rs-coordinate at 7 if 
7 C f / where z maps U to the annulus < \z\ < c\t\2} with c , � > 0， 
and the restriction to U of the Kdhler-Einstein metric on X can be written as 
1 / TT 1 Tilog z V , 2 
CSC — dz . 
2 \log t z log t / 
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By Keen's collar theorem [14], we obtain the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1.1. Let X he a dosed Riemann surface and let 7 6e a closed geodesic 
on X with length Z < c*. Then there is a collar fl on X with holomorphic 
coordinate z defined on H such that 
(i) z maps Q, to the annulus {z\c~^e I < \z\ < c} for c > 0; 
( i i ) the Kahler-Einstein metric on X restricted to O is given by 
1 2 -2 2 J 2 -u r CSC T dz 
2 
where u = r = \z\ and r 二 ulogr; 27r 
！[！ 
(in) the geodesic 7 is given by the equation \z\ = e I . 
We call such a collar ft a genuine collar. 
Notice that the constant c in the lemma has a lower bound such that the area 
of O is bounded from below. Moreover, the coordinate z in the lemma is indeed 
rs-coordinate. 
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2.2 Teichmuller Theory 
In this section we will go through some classical results of the Teichmiiller theory, 
like the Teichmiiller's distance and the Bers embedding. The infinitesimal theory 
of Teichmuller spaces will also be discussed. 
2.2.1 Teichmuller Spaces 
There are basically two kinds of Teichmuller spaces, namely, the Teichmiiller 
space of a Riemann surface T{Ro) and the Teichmuller space of a Fuchsian group 
T(ro). Now let us see the definition of the Teichmuller space of a Riemann surface 
first. 
Let Rq be a fixed Riemann surface. In fact we can define T{RO) in two different 
ways. One of them is to define T[Rq) as a deformation space. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let Def(Ro) be the set of all pairs ( / , R), where f is a qua-
siconformal homeomorphism from Rq onto a surface R. Two pairs ( / i , Ri) and 
(/2, R2) in Def{Ro) are equivalent if there is a conformal map c : Ri 一 R2 such 
that CO fi is homotopic to /2. Then T{Ro) is defined as the quotient of Def{Ro) 
by this equivalence relation. 
Another method is to define T{Ro) as an orbit space. Let M(Ro) be the 
open unit ball in the Banach space L^JJIq), where Loo{Ro) is the space of all 
Beltrami differentials /x on Rq. Note that such a differential FI is an assignment of 
a measurable complex valued function /x^  to each local coordinate z on Rq such 
that = sup{||"z(2;)||� \z is a local coordinate} < 00, and if ( is another 
local coordinate overlapping with z, then / ^ 卞 ) 芸 = 昏 
Form the theory of Beltrami equation we know that for any ji G M(Ro)’ 
there exists a quasiconformal homeomorphism w from R^ onto another Riemann 
surface satisfying Wz — fJ/Wz. Let Do{Ro) be the group of quasiconformal 
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homeomorphic self-mappings of Rq which are homotopic to the identity. Now we 
can define T[Rq): 
Definition 2.2.2. Consider the group action A)(丑o) x M{RO) — M(Rq) given 
by ( / i , / i ) h*{ii), where 
for which V is the Beltrami coefficient of h and 0{z) = Then T(Rq) is defined 
as M{RO)/DO{RO). 
Gardiner[12] showed that in fact the above two methods define the same 
T{Ro). 
For the definition of the Teichmiiller space of a Fuchsian group, let Fq be a 
Fuchsian group, and define B(ro) to be the set of measurable complex valued 
Beltrami coefficients ji with support in H and which satisfy iJ.{B(z))B'(z)= 
/J.{z)B'{z) for all B G Tq. Also, define M{TO) C B{TO) such that ||/i||� < 1 for 
all fjL e M(ro). Let be the unique gc-homeomorphism of H whose extension 
to R fixes 0，1 and oo and satisfies Wz 二 /j/Wz. 
Definition 2.2.3. T(ro) is defined as M(ro)/ 〜,where 〜is an equivalence 
A 
relation such that /i 〜"if — Wi,{x) for all x G E. 
Again, Gardiner[12] showed that if Rq = H/Fo, then T{Rq) is canonically 
isomorphic to T(ro). Notice that by Imayoshi and Taniguchi[13] we can see that 
T{Rq) indeed depends on the genus g of the (closed) Riemann surface Rq instead 
of the surface itself. In this thesis, the identification TG = T{RO) 二 T(ro) is 
taken. 
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2.2.2 Teichmiiller's Distance 
Let r be a Fuchsian group. We can then define a Teichmiiller's distance on T(r): 
Definition 2.2.4. For [ f i ] , [u] G T{T), the Teichmiiller's distance d on T{T) is 
defined as 
1 
d{[fj]： M) = -ini log K{wfi o 
where the infinmum is taken over all jl 〜ijl and ~ 
The Teichmiiller's distance makes T{T) a metric space and thus gives it a 
topology. 
2.2.3 The Bers Embedding 
Let us first define the Schwarzian derivative, which will be used to define the Bers 
embedding. 
Definition 2.2.5 . For a (quasi)conformal mapping f on a domain in C, the 
Schwarzian derivative { / , z] of f is given by 
“ �一 f " ' � 3 / / " � Y 
" ， z 卜 雨 — 八 作 ) 」 . 
We can easily verify the Cayley identity: {fog,z} = { / , gjg'iz)'^ + {g, z} and 
see that {/，z} = 0 if and only if / is a Mobius transformation. 
Let r be a Fuchsian group such that H/F is a closed Riemann surface with 
genus g >2 and the extensions of all its elements fix 0, 1 and oo. Now for fi E 
M(r) , let = {w^, z} for 2： G M*, where w^ is the unique g'c-homeomorphism 
of C normalized to fix 0, 1 and 00 with Beltrami coefficient fi on M and 0 on M*. 
Then we have the following lemma (Lemma 6.4, [13]): 
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Lemma 2.2.1. Let 7 G F； then 
for 2; G H*. Furthermore, (f^ can be regarded as a holomorphic quadratic differ-
ential on the Riemann surface R* = M*/r, and for ^^ " G M{r), ijl 〜ly if and 
only if (f^ = (fjy on M*. 
Now we can define the Bers embedding. 
Definition 2.2.6. The Bers embedding is the mapping jS : T ( r ) —^  Q[R*) given 
by /?([/i]) = (fp. Moreover, the Bers projection 少 : M { T ) — Q{R*) is defined by 
则=, 
Notice that Q{R*) is equipped with the hyperbolic L°°-norm: 
Mloo’p = Slip/r2|v^ (2；) 
“ H* 
for (f e Q{R*), where ds^ -—- p'^{z)\dz\'^ is the Poincare metric on M*. This 
makes Q{R*) a complex Banach space. Since the Bers embedding is a continuous 
injection, T(r) inherits the complex structure of Q{R*). 
2.2.4 Teichmiiller Modular Groups and Moduli Spaces of 
Riemann Surfaces 
Let i? be a closed Riemann surface with genus g > 2, and let be the 
group of quasiconformal homeomorphic self-mappings of R. Then we can define 
the Teichmiiller modular group of R: 
Definition 2.2.7. The Teichmiiller modular group of R, denoted as Mod{R), is 
given by 
Mod{R) = D+{R)/Do{R). 
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Now we consider the moduli space of R: 
Definition 2.2.8. The moduli space of R is the quotient space ofT{R) by Mod{R). 
It is denoted as Ai{R). 
Note that by Imayoshi and Taniguchi[13] again we know that the above def-
initions depend on g instead of R itself, so in this thesis the notations Mod{R) 
and M{R) are replaced by Modg and Mg respectively. 
2.2.5 Infinitesimal Theory of Teichmuller Spaces 
For ^ G M(r) and u G B{r), we consider the derivative [“] of $ in the direction 
1/ at /i given by 
= lim 
t—oo t 
where the limit is taken with respect to ||.丨丨^ ,^" and im ^ M{r) is defined as im = 
+ + te{t) with ||e�lloo’p — as i 一 0. Let HB{r^) be the space of harmonic 
Beltrami differentials for T^ = w^oT o on M. Then the following theorem 
(Proposition 7.8, [13]) gives us a representation of TpT(r) for p = [//] G T(r): 
Theorem 2.2.1. There exists an isomorphism between M(r)/Kerif^ = TpT{r) 
and / / B ( r ^ ) ^ToT(r^). 
Now for [X] G Mg, the identification TxMg = HB{X) = H\X,TX) can 
also be obtained from Kodaira-Spencer theory and Hodge theory. Moreover, we 
also have T^Mg = Q{X). Pick ji G HB{X) and (p G Q{X), we can write " and 
(p as (8) dz and Lp{z)dz^ in a local coordinate z on X. The duality between 
uZ 
TxMg and T^Mg is given by 
/i; if] = ii{z)ip{z)dzdz. 
Jx 
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2.2.6 Boundary of Moduli Spaces of Riemann Surfaces 
The boundary of Mg is the divisor Mg - Mg in Mg, where Mg is the Deligne-
Mumford compactification of M.g in [10 . 
For the local theory of the boundary, we recall the construction of Wolpert[30 . 
Let Xo,o be a nodal Riemann surface corresponding to a codimension m boundary 
point, i.e., Xo’o has m nodes pi,…，Pm. Let Xq = X � ’ � - {pi, = Ul^-^Xk. 
Fix rs-coordinate charts {Ui,rji) and (V ,^ Q) at pi for i = 1,…,m such that all 
UI and VI are mutually disjoint. Also, pick an open set Uq C Xq such that 
X於 n t/o — is relatively compact and Uq n {UI U VI) is empty for all i. Now let 
I^m+I,..., "n be Beltrami differentials supported in Uq and span the tangent space 
n 
at Xq of the deformation space of Xq. For s = ( s ^ + i , S n ) , let "(s) = ^ SiUi. 
i—m+l 
For small enough |s|, we know that < 1. Let be the nodal Riemann 
surface obtained by solving the Beltrami equation dw = u{s)dw. Notice that 
there are constants (), c > 0 such that when |s| < 5, (JJi,r]i) and {Vi, Q) are 
holomorphic coordinates on Xq^s with 0 < \rji\ < c and 0 < |Ci| < c. Now we 
assume ( t i , t m ) has small norm. Then we do the plumbing construction on Xq^ s 
t. t-
to obtain Xt s. We remove the disks {r]i\0 < Irji] < -c c 
f . f . 
each i = 1, ...,m from Xo’s and identify {r]i\— < \r}i\ < c} with {01 — < \Ci\ < c} 
c c 
by r}i(i = ti. The surface obtained is Xt , . The tuples (^i,...,艺爪，s^^+i,..., s^) 
are called the (local) pinching coordinates. Also, the coordinates rji (or Q are 
f . 
called the plumbing coordinates on Xt,s and the collar {rji\— < |�i| < c} (or c 
t. 
仏 I 二 < < c}) is called the plumbing collar, 
c 
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2.3 Schwarz-Yau Lemma 
This lemma was proved by Yau[32] as a generalization of the Schwarz lemma. 
In chapter 5 we will use this lemma as a main tool for proving the equivalences 
between the canonical metrics. 
Theorem 2.3 .1 . Let M be a complete Kdhler manifold with Ricci curvature 
hounded from below hy a constant K i , and let N he another Kdhler manifold with 
holomorphic sectional curvature hounded from above by a negative constant K2. 
Then if there is a non-constant holomorphic mapping f from M into N, we have 
Ki <0 and 
八2 
This lemma also has a version for the comparison between volume forms 
instead of metrics: 
Theorem 2.3 .2 . Let M be a complete Kdhler manifold with scalar curvature 
bounded from below by a constant K i , and let N be another Hermitian manifold 
with Ricci curvature bounded from above by a negative constant K2. Suppose the 
Ricci curvature of M is hounded form below and dim{M) = dim{N). Then if 
there is a non-constant holomorphic mapping f from M into N，we have Ki <0 
and 
rdVN < ^dVM^ 
Chapter 3 
Classical Canonical Metrics on 
the Teichnmiiller Spaces and the 
Moduli Spaces of Riemann 
Surfaces 
There are a few renowned classical metrics on the Teichnmiiller spaces Tg and 
the moduli spaces Mg which have been studied intensively before. These met-
rics are important in the study of the geometry and topology of Tg and Mg. 
In this chapter we will briefly review three (complete) Finsler metrics: the Te-
ichmiiller metric, the Kobayashi metric and the Caratheodory metric, and two 
Kahler metrics: the Bergman metric and the Weil-Petersson metric. 
3.1 Finsler Metrics and Bergman Metric 
The definitions and some basic properties of the Teichmiiller metric ujt, the 
Kobayashi metric uk, the Caratheodory metric uq and the Bergman metric ujb 
will be briefly discussed in this section. 
31 
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3.1.1 Definitions and Properties of the Metrics 
The Teichmiiller metric can be defined like this: 
Definition 3.1.1. Let X G Mg, and let ^ = ip{z)dz'^ G Q{X) ^ T^Mg. Then 
the Teichmiiller V- norm on T^Mg is given by 
M i r = / \^{z)\dzdz. 
Jx 
The Teichmiiller norm on TxM.g is thus defined by the duality as 
I/illy = sup{J?e[/i； (f] \ \\(f\\rr = 1} 
for f i e HB{X)^TxMg. 
Note that ojt has constant holomorphic sectional curvature equal to —1. 
The Kobayashi metric and the Caratheodory metric can indeed be defined 
for any complex space. Let F be a complex manifold of dimension n, and let 
A/? be the disk in C with radius R. Now take A = Ai, and suppose p is the 
Poincare metric on A. Also, define Hol(y, Ar) and Hol(Ai^, Y) as the spaces of 
holomorphic maps from Y to A丑 and from to Y respectively. 
Definition 3.1.2. Let p e Y and v G TpV be a holomorphic tangent vector. The 
Caratheodory norm on TpY is defined to be 
He = sup ||/>||A，p, 
feHoiiXA) 
and the Kobayashi norm on TpY is defined as 
• f 2 
V r. = mf —. 
feHoliAR,Y),fi0)=pJ'{0)^v R 
The Bergman metric can be also be defined for any complex space Y, provided 
that the Bergman kernel is positive. Let KY be the canonical bundle of Y and 
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let W be the space of L^ holomorphic sections of KY in the sense that if A G W, 
then 
\a\\l2 = J oo. 
The inner product on W is defined by 
<a,办〉二 j (^/=I广27八：；5[ 
for a,!^ eW. 
Definition 3.1.3. Let ai, <72； ... be an orthonormal basis on W. The Bergman 
kernel form is the non-negative (n, n)-form 
00 
j=i 
In local coordinates zi, ...， z^ on Y one can express By as 
B Y = B E Y { Z , Z ) { V ^ T ^ D Z I A …八 DZN 八 C?百八…八 D石 
where BEY{Z,Z) is called the Bergman kernel function. If By is positive, then 
the Bergman metric can be defined by 
D dHog BEyjz^z) 
” dzidz] 
Note that the Bergman metric is well-defined and is non-degenerate if the 
elements in W separate points and the first jet of Y, and it becomes a Kahler 
metric in this case. Also note that the Bergman metric uj'b on Mg and the 
induced Bergman metric ujb on Mg from the Bergman metric on Tg (by abuse of 
notation, let's still denote it by (jJb) are different in the sense that ujb is complete 
while uj'B is incomplete. 
3.1.2 Equivalences of the Metrics 
Roy den [23] showed that the Teichmuller metric and the Kobayashi metric in fact 
coincide in Tg (and in Mg as well). Now we go into the equivalences between the 
Kobayashi metric, the Caratheodory metric and the Bergman metric. 
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Here are some facts about luk,�c and ljb which can be used to prove the 
equivalence of the Kobayashi metric and the Caratheodory metric and the equiv-
alence of the Kobayashi metric and the Bergman metric. 
Lemma 3.1.1. (Lemma 2.1, [18]) Let X be a complex space. Then 
� IMIc,x ^ \\'\\k,x^ 
(a) Let Y be another complex space and f : X ^Y be a holomorphic map. Let 
peX and V e TpX. Then ||/*(^)llc,y,/(p) ^ Mc,x,p a— \\Mv)\\k,yJ{p)-
(Hi) If X cY is a connected open subset, then BEY{Z) < BEx{z) for any local 
coordinates around z E X; 
(iv) If the Bergman kernel of X is positive, then at each z e X, a peak section a 
at z exists. This existence is unique up to a constant factor c with norm 1. 
Furthermore, we have BEx{z) 二 I^KWI�for any local coordinates around 
z； 
(v) If the Bergman kernel of X is positive, then ||.||〇，义 < 2 ||.||b，x/ 
(vi) If X is a bounded convex domain in C 〜 t h e n ||.||c，;c ~ II.IIk，x，’ 
(vii) Let I • I he the Euclidean norm and let Br be the open ball with center 0 and 
radius r in Then for any holomorphic tangent vector v at 0， 
_ 2 
V C y B r f i ^ IC,Br,0 rp V • 
Proof, (i)-(vi) are in fact results of Kobayashi (Proposition 4.2.4, Proposition 
4.2.3, Proposition 3.5.18, Proposition 4.10.4, Proposition 4.10.3, Theorem 4.10.18， 
Theorem 4.8.13, [15]). The last claim follows form (ii) and (vi) by considering the 
maps i : Ar Br and j : Br — A^ given by i{z) = {z, 0，…，0) and j { z i , z ^ ) = 
么1. • 
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The following theorem proved by Liu-Sun-Yau (Theorem 2.1, [18]) tells us 
the equivalence of the Kobayashi metric and the Caratheodory metric and the 
equivalence of the Kobayashi metric and the Bergman metric on Tg. Its proof is 
quite a direct comparison between the mentioned metrics, so it is omitted here. 
Theorem 3.1.1. There is a positive constant C only depending on g such that 
for each X eTg and each v E TxTg, we have 
and 
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3.2 Weil-Petersson Metric 
In this section the Weil-Petersson metric uwp will be introduced. Some of the 
basic properties and the curvature formula of cjwp will also be given. 
3.2.1 Definition and Properties of the Weil-Petersson Met-
ric 
Let Mg be the moduli space of a Riemann surface of genus g with g >2. Also, 
let A' be the total space and tt : A' —> Mg be the projection map. Before defining 
the Weil-Petersson metric, we have to fix some notations first. 
Let 5 i , S n be holomorphic coordinates near a regular point s G Mg and 
assume that z is a holomorphic local coordinate on the fiber Xg = For 
d d 
the holomorphic vector fields 7 — , - ~ , there are vector fields Vi, on A' 
OSi dSn 
such that 
( i ) = hr i = 1,…，n; 
(ii) dvi are harmonic TX^-valued (0, l)-forms for i = 1,...’ n. 
The vector fields f i , V n are called the harmonic lifts of - ~ , - ~ , whose ex-
dsi dSn 
istence was proved by Sm[26]. In fact, Schumacher[25] gave the following explicit 
construction of the harmonic lift: 
Let A =-——入(z, s)(i2；八 d2 be the Kahler-Einstein metric on the fiber Xg. 
2 d d 
For convenience, let = — and di = — . Notice that the Kahler-Einstein 
dz OSi 
condition gives us X =么务 log A. Now let a^  = — A—ift^jlogA and Ai = d^cii. 
Then we have 
Lemma 3.2.1. (Lemma 2.1, [17]) The harmonic horizontal lift of di is vi 二 
di aidz- In particular, 
Bi = AA(^dzeH\Xs,TXs) 
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is harmonic. Furthermore, the lift ft Bi gives the Kodaira-Spencer map 
TsMg —料 Xs,TXs). 
Now we are ready to define cjwp-
Definition 3.2.1. The Weil-Petersson metric on Mg is defined as 
hfj = Bi. 'Wjdv = / 
JXs J Xs 
y z T — 
where dv = Xdz A dz is the volume form on the fiber Xs. 
Notice that lowp is incomplete and the Ricci curvature of ojwp is negative. 
3.2.2 Results about Harmonic Lifts 
The harmonic lifts Vi, will paly an essential role in calculating the curva-
ture formulae of the Weil-Petersson metric and the Ricci metric (which will be 
discussed in the next chapter), so in this section some useful results related to 
V i , V n will be provided. 
Let us review several operators which will be used for the simplifications of 
the computations afterwards in this thesis. 
Define an (1, l)-forni on the total space X by 




^i] = ； (約，巧） =G i 3 — AfliS 
to be a global function. Also, let = AiAj. Schumacher showed the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 3.2.2. We have 
fi3 = ( 口 + 
where • = -A'^dzdz-
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It will be useful to study the action of Vi on e-j. 
Lemma 3.2.3. (Lemma 3.2, [17]) We have 
• i ] ) = Viiekj)-
Proof. By applying dG to Vi, Vk and 巧，and noting that dG = 0, g(vi,vk) = 0 
and all [i>fc，巧],[vi,vj], [vi,vk] are tangent to Xg and perpendicular to Vi, Vk, Vj 
with respect to G respectively, the lemma follows. • 
Let us define a new operator which is related to the Maass operators: 
Definition 3.2.2. Define 
P ： C⑴pQ 4 r(Ai，0(T0，i;Q) 
by P ( / ) = dz{X~^dzf)- Notice that its dual operator 
p* ： r ( A i ’ � ( : r � ’ i ; Q ) 4 
is given by P*{B) = A-丄氏(A-i氏(AB)). 
We also recall the definitions of Maass operators by Wolpert[30]. Let X be a 
Riemann surface and k be its canonical bundle. For any integer p, let S(p) be the 
space of smooth sections of (/^(g)^"^)! Also, let ds? = p'^{z)\dz\'^ be a conformal 
metric. 
Definition 3.2.3. The Maass operators Kp and Lp are defined to be the metric 
derivative Kp : S(p) — S{p + 1) and Lp : S{p) S{p - 1) given by 
and 
for a e S{p). 
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By definition we have P = KiKq. 
Since ujwp is defined using the integral along fibers, the following formula will 
help us to calculate the curvature formula: 
di / r] 二 Lyjj 
JXs Jxs 
where r; is a relative (1, l)-form on Notice that the Lie derivative is defined 
by 
0 t 
for a form a on Xg and by 
t—^o t 
for a vector field ^ on where p^t is the one parameter group generated by Vi. 
For convenience, denote L .^ by Li. Then we have 
Proposition 3.2.1. (Proposition 3.1, [17]) 
Lid = i{vi)di(T + dii{vi)a 
where di is the differential operator along the fiber Xg and 
Lit =[均 
Now we have the following lemmas (Lemma 3.3-3.4, [17]) concerning the Lie 
derivative Li of Bj: 
Lemma 3.2.4. We have 
(i) Lidv = 0 ; 
( i i ) Lj{Bi) 二 -，[eu) - fad, ^ dz + fad,③ dz; 
(in) LjJM = — h A ③心 + f k j ^ ⑤ dz; 
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(iv) Lk{Bi) = {vk{Ai) - Aid^ak)dz ⑤ dz; 
(v) Lj(B]) = {Wi(Aj) - I j 喊 d ^ ③ dz. 
Lemma 3.2.5. Lk{Bi) G H^{Xs,TXs) is harmonic. 
The harmonicity of LkBi is helpful in simplifying the curvature formula if we 
consider the normal coordinates by noting the following corollary (Corollary 3.1， 
[17])： 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let si, ...5^ be normal coordinates at s e Mg with respect to 
ujwp- Then at s we have 
LkBi = 0 
for all i, k. 
Proof. Note that Bi, ...,Bn is a basis of TJAg, by harmonicity we can express 
LkBi as 
LkBi 二 " 气 [ L k B i . W,dv)Bp = hF^dkhi与Bp 
Jxs 
where the last equality follows form normality. • 
The following formula for the commutator of Vk and 可 is quite useful: 
Lemma 3.2.6. (Lemma 3.5, [17]) 
% Vk] = -X'^d^ejfid^ + X-ld^e^jd^. 
Proof. Since we have 
% Vk] —- 'vivk - VfM 
- { d k + akdz){di + arid^) 
=didk + 'aidzdk + 可(afc)氏 + akdfdz + 可 afc 告达 
-dkdi - CLkdzdi - Vki^可、d^ — - (ik^idzd^ 
=v~i{ak)dz 一 Vk{'ai)d^, 
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and by Lemma 3.2.4 we know that 
vi(ak) = djak + 可爲 flfc = -X'^d^e^j —可 Ak + ^Ak = —A—i 迄 e^ 
and 
= dk'ai + akd^ai = -X-ldzCfj - akAi + a^A； = -X-ld^Cffi, 
we obtain the desired result. • 
3.2.3 Curvature Formula for the Weil-Petersson Metric 
Let us fix some notation for curvature. Let (M, g) be a Kahler manifold. Then 
the curvature tensor is given by 
Hence the Ricci curvature is given by 
% = -G以 RM. 
The following curvature formula for oowp was proved by Wolpert[31], Schumacher[25 
and Sm[26], and its proof can be found in [17]: 
Theorem 3.2.1. The curvature of uwp is given by 
Rfjki = / i^ijfki + efifkj)dv. 
JXs 
Chapter 4 
Kahler Metrics on the 
Teichmiiller Spaces and the 
Moduli Spaces of Riemann 
Surfaces 
4.1 McMullen Metric 
The McMullen Metric is a new Kahler metric on Mg constructed by McMullen[20'. 
This metric is equivalent to the Teichmuller metric and is Kahler hyperbolic, 
which were also proved by McMullen. 
4.1.1 Definition of the McMullen Metric 
For a closed geodesic 7 on a Riemann surface of genus g, let /^(X) be the length of 
the corresponding hyperbolic geodesic on X eTg = T{R). Mumford[22] showed 
that a sequence Xn G Mg tends to infinity if and only if inf^ l-yiXn) 一 0. This 
behavior motivates McMullen to use the reciprocal length functions ^ to define 
the McMullen metric gi/i. 
42 
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Definition 4.1.1. The McMullen metric gyi on the Teichmiiller space Tg is 
defined by gi/i{v,w) = iOi/i{v, y / ^ w ) for v,w e TxTg, where ui/i is the Kdhler 
form of gi/i given by 
LJi/i 二 uwp — ^ ^ ddLog— 
l^{X)<e ^ 
for suitable choices of small constants S,e > 0 and Log : R+ — [0,oo) being a 
smooth function such that 
l o g � ifx > 2; 
Log{x)= 
[ 0 i f x < l . 
The sum above is taken over primitive short geodesies 7 on X, which has at most 
—terms. 
2 
Remark 4.1.1. Notice that gi/i is invariant under the action of Modg, so gi/i is 
also defined on the moduli space Mg. 
4.1.2 Properties of the McMullen Metric 
As mentioned before, McMullen metric is Kahler hyperbolic. Before we go 
into the definition of Kahler hyperbolic metric, we should first understand what 
dihounded) is. 
Definition 4.1.2. An n-form a on a Kdhler manifold is d{bounded) if there 
exists a bounded (n — l)-form (3 such that a = dp 
Now we can define the Kahler hyperbolic metric. 
Definition 4.1.3. Let (M, g) be a Kdhler manifold. (M, g) is Kdhler hyperbolic 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) On the universal covering manifold (M, g), the Kdhler form uj of the pulled-
back metric g is d{bounded); 
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( i i ) (M, g) is complete and of finite volume; 
(in) The sectional curvatures of (M, g) are hounded from above and below; 
(iv) The injectivity radius of (M, g) is hounded from below. 
Note that the last three conditions would be automatic when M is compact. A 
Kdhler metric g on M is said to be Kdhler hyperbolic if (M, g) is Kdhler hyper-
bolic. 
The following theorem is a collection of the McMullen's results (Corollary 
5.2, Corollary 7.3 and Theorem 8.1-8.2, [20]) which were used to prove that gi/i 
is Kahler hyperbolic. 
Theorem 4.1 .1 . The McMullen metric gi/i satisfies the following properties: 
(i) gi/i is complete; 
( i i ) The Kdhler form Ui/i of the McMullen metric g^/i on T" is d{bounded) with 
primitive 
Oi/i = O w p 礼 
l-yiX)<e ^ 
satisfying d、yf^Q”i) = uJiji. Note that is a primitive of the Weil-
Petersson Kdhler form defined by Owp{X) = - f h i X ) for a fixed Y in the 
conjugate Teichmiiller space T ^ j , where Px ： T ^ j — Q{X) is the Bers 
embedding; 
(Hi) {Mg,gi/i) has finite volume; 
(iv) The sectional curvatures of gi/i are bounded form below and above over Tg, 
and the injectivity radius of gi/i is uniformly hounded from below. 
Hence giji is Kdhler hyperbolic. 
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Sketch of the proof, (i) follows from the fact that gi/i is equivalent to the Te-
ichmiiller metric (which will be discussed in the next subsection) and the Te-
ichmiiller metric is complete. 
To prove that gi/i on Tg is d{hounded) in (ii), it suffices to show that is 
bounded with respect to ||.||了. The first term dwp is bounded using Nehari's 
bound (Theorem 2.1, [20]) and Gauss-Bonnet theorem. The remaining terms are 
bounded by the estimate for the gradient of geodesic length: < 2/^. 
For (iii), we consider the Deligne-Mumford compactification Mg of Mg. Then 
by the existence of a covering {14} with vol(\4 门 Mg) < oo in the Kobayashi 
metric on Mg and the coincidence of the Teichmuller metric and the Kobayashi 
metric on Mg, we know that the Teichmuller volume of Mg is finite. Again using 
the equivalence of gi/i and the Teichmuller metric we can prove (iii). 
Finally for (iv), we first extend and 6wp to holomorphic functions on the 
complexification QFg = Tg x of Tg. Then we can use the local uniform 
bounds on these holomorphic functions to control all of their derivatives, and thus 
the derivatives of gi/i are also controlled, which implies the sectional curvatures 
are bounded. The lower bound of the injectivity radius hence follows from the 
curvature bounds. 
4.1.3 Equivalence of the McMullen Metric and the Te-
ichmiiller Metric 
Let's fix some notations and present some useful facts before the discussion of the 
equivalence of the McMullen metric and the Teichmuller metric. Let N = —-\-l 
be a bound on the number of terms of uji/i^  and let 
iIj^ = dlogl^ = ^ 
for a given X G Tg. Note that we have 
2 V ^ 况 7 八汉 7, /—r� 
I功7� I =飞— — V " ^”， 
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Now let TT : Xj X be the covering space corresponding to < 7 > C 7ri(R). 
Notice that we can identify X、with an annulus A(r) = < |z| < r } up 
to rotations by requiring that the orientation of 7 C agrees with that of S^ 
Define G Q{X) by 
= )• 
Wolpert (Theorem 3.1, [29]) showed the following important relation between 
and ipj： 
I w 
Here are the facts about the quadratic differentials which will be used in the proof 
of the equivalence of gi/i and the Teichmuller metric (Theorem 4.1-4.4, [20]): 
Theorem 4.1 .2 . For e > 0 sufficiently small, any (j) G Q{X) can be uniquely 
expressed as 
l-y{X)<e 
with Res从如、=0 for all 7 in the sum above such that 
(i) \\(t>o\\j^ = 0(11011；^) and = 
(A) ||(/>o|lvKP < C(e) WMt for some constant C{e) depending on e. 
If (f) = (l)s with 6 < ls{X) < 2e, then we have 二 0(J,5、X、Ml^)- More-
over, is proportional to (j)^ such that ||^^||了 < 2 and 2 as —» 0 . 
The following two lemmas will play the main roles in the proof of the equiva-
lence as well. 
L e m m a 4.1 .1 . There is a Hermitian metric g of the form 
g{v,v) = A{e) \\v\\l,p + B 丨“ )^⑷I? 
l-y{X)<e 
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such that IMli < g{v,v) < for all sufficiently small e � 0 . Hence we 
have 
Mt ~ hWwp-^ 
l-y{X)<e 
for e > 0 sufficiently small and for all v € TxTg. 
Proof. By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the duality between Q{X) 二 T^Tg and 
M{X) = TxTg, we know that = 0{\\v\\j.) (Proposition 2.4，[20]). Now by 
Theorem 4.1.2 we have S 2 ||叫and since there are at most N terms in 
the expression of g, we obtain g{v,v) < 0(|卜 
To prove \\v\\l, < g{v,v), we first fix ^； G TxTg and pick 小 G Q{X) such that 
= 1 and (f){v) = \\v\\j.. Then as long as e > 0 is small enough, by Theorem 
4.1.2 we can obtain 
= 00 + a,�’ 
l^{X)<e 
with Res^(0o) = 0 and > 1. Moreover we have ||(/)o|l:r = ^(1) and 
I以7妙tIIt = 0(1) (as II洲T = 1). Then by duality and Theorem 4.1.2 again 
we have \(l)o{v)\ < D{e) for some constant D[e) depending on e. Since 
> 1 and Wa^ipjWj. 二 0(1)，we know that < E, where E is a constant 
independent of e. Hence we have 
\v\\j. = (piv) < D{e) \\v\\^p + E Y^ IVS . 
ly{X)<e 
Notice that iV is a bound for the number of terms in the sum above, so by 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain 
\\vfT<ND{ef \\v\\Ip + NE' Y^ I么P. 
/-y(X)<e 
Thus taking A{e) = ND{e) and B = NE^, the result follows. • 
Lemma 4.1.2. For e < kiX) < 2e, we have 
\Mv)\'<D{e) + ^ ^ |功 , � H . 
ly{X)<e 
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Proof. By Theorem 4.1.2 we can derive that V^ j =功o + e ^ a^ipj with � 二 
ly(X)<e 
0(ls(X)) = 0(e) and < D{epsilon) \\v\\^p. Then using similar argument 
as in Lemma 4.1.1 we obtain the result. 口 
Now we are ready to prove the equivalence. 
Theorem 4.1.3. For all sufficiently small e � 0 ，t h e r e exists a S > 0 such that 
uji/i defines a Kdhler metric gi/i on Tg which is equivalent to the Teichmiiller 
metric. 
Proof. Consider the (1, l)-form 
0；! = (F(e) + A{e))ujwp - B [ ^ d d L o g ^ 
where 
F(e) = 4NBD{e) sup | W � . 
[1,2] 
Observe that Ui and uji/i are indeed of the same form (up to scaling and replacing 
e by - ) . Therefore, to prove the theorem it suffices to show that gi{v,v)= 2 
uji{v, is equivalent to the Teichmiiller metric. 
Now let V e TxTg have Teichmiiller norm = 1. We first compute 
Using the fact that the function ^ is pluriharmonic (Theorem 3.1’ [20]), we have 
k 
=0(1). 
^ 己 I 己 I 
Since Log'{x) is bounded and = — ^ - { v , y / ^ v ) , we know that 
V^v) = ^ (Log"字、\Mv)\' + •⑷. 2 Is I5 \ 
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2e 2e p 
Now if U < €, then Log"— = log" y： = — J^，and thus 
- ^ d d L o g ^ i v , V ^ v ) = \Mv)\' + 0 (e ) . 
2 is 
U e < Is < 2e, by Lemma 4.1.2 we have 
^^ddLog'^iv, V ^ v ) < 他 ⑷ | 2 sup \Log'\x)\ + 0 ( e ) 
2 h [1,2] 
ly(X)<e 
Hence using these two estimates we obtain 
gi(v,v)>A(e) \\v\\l,p + B ⑷P 
l5{X)<e 
+ B Ibir^p - ^ d d L o g f i v , V ^ l v ) ) + 0(e) 
e<ls(X)<2e ^ ^ 乂 
l5{X)<e 
Then by Lemma 4.1.1 we have 
9i{v,v) > H | ; + 0 ( e ) = l + 0 (e ) , 
which implies that | 卜 = 0{gi{v,v)) when e is sufficiently small. By similar 
argument in Lemma 4.1.1 we can also prove gi{v, v) — This finishes 
the proof. • 
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4.2 Kahler-Einstein Metric 
4.2.1 Existence of the Kahler-Einstein Metric 
A Kahler-Einstein metric g is sl Kahler metric whose Ricci tensor is proportional 
to itself, i.e., R^ -j = eg巧.Cheng-Yau[9] and Mok-Yau[21] showed the existence of 
the Kahler-Einstein Metric qke on Tg with Ricci curvature equal to - 1 . More 
precisely, the existence of qke is ensured by the fact that Tg is a bounded do-
main of holomorphy (note that Bers-Ehrenpreis [8] showed that Tg is a domain 
of holomorphy and Bers[6] [7] showed that Tg is a bounded domain in C^^"^) and 
the following theorem (Main Theorem, [21]): 
Theorem 4.2.1. Any hounded domain of holomorphy admits a complete Kahler-
Einstein metric. 
Notice that qke descends to Mg as a canonical Kahler metric as well. 
4.2.2 A Conjecture of Yau 
In [33], Yau proposed the following conjecture: 
Conjecture. The Kahler-Einstein metric is equivalent to the Teichmiiller metric. 
Finally it was confirmed by Liu-Sun-Yau[17], and we will review the answer 
to this conjecture in chapter 5. 
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4.3 Ricci Metric 
The Ricci metric is one of the new complete Kahler metrics (another one being the 
perturbed Ricci metric, which will be examined in the next section) introduced 
by Liu-Sun-Yau[17]. Their main purpose of introducing these two metrics was 
to build up a bridge for proving the equivalence of the Kahler-Einstein metric to 
the Teichmiiller metric (and McMullen metric). 
4.3.1 Definition of the Ricci Metric 
Ahlfors[l] proved that the Ricci curvature of the Weil-Petersson metric is negative, 
and Trapani[28] further showed that the negative of the Ricci curvature of the 
Weil-Petersson metric defines a (complete) Kahler metric on the moduli space 
Mg. This is just the Ricci metric brought by Yau et. al.. 
Definition 4.3.1. The Ricci metric r on the moduli space Mg is defined by 
Before we step into the next subsection, let's go through some useful defini-
tions and a lemma. Here we first define a new operator (which will play a main 
role in the curvature formula) acting on functions on the fibers. 
Definition 4.3.2. For each 1 <k <n and for any f G C⑷(X^)，i^e define the 
commutator operator ^k which acts on C°°{Xs) by 
Uf)=r{i{Bk)df) = -X-'dMkdJ). 
“ is called the commutator operator because “ is indeed the commutator of 
( • + 1) and Vk, which we can see from the following lemma (Lemma 3.6, [17]): 
Lemma 4.3.1. 4^5 operators acting on C°°{Xs), we have 
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(i) ( • + - + 1) = • 外 — 外 口 = “ ； 
(ii) (• + 1)W —可(口 + 1) = 口可—可• = h； 
(iii) Uf) = -Akd.{X-'dJ) = -A.Pif) = -AkK,Ko{f). 
Furthermore, we have 
( • + l)vk{eij) = U ^ i j ) + U^kj) + LkBi. 'Bj 
Proof. Notice that (ii) can be derived from (i) by taking conjugation. To prove 
(i), we consider 
( • + l)Vk — (口 + 1) = ^Vk + V k - Vk^ - Vk = • 外 - V k ^ 
= - X - ' d M ^ A + dk) - (aiA + 
= + cikdA + d^dk) + a^ 氏(A— 
+ X-^akdAd, + 战(A—1)氏务 + X-^dkdA 
= - X - ' d M k d ^ ) 一 — X-'aAd^d, — X-^d躺 
-A—2氏Aafc氏迄 + X- 'akdAd^ — A—2战A氏务 + X'^dkd.d^ 
= 6 - X-\d,ak + A-i么Aafc + y~�k耿& = 
Note that we used the fact that d 讽 = 义 X a k —入—i^ fcA in the last equality. 
Now we can prove (iii). Using the harmonicity of Bk, we know that d Bk = 0, 
which implies that 財入Afc) = 0. Hence 
U f ) = - ^ - ' d M k d z f ) = -X-'d,{XAkX-'dJ) 
=-AkP{f) = -AkK,Ko{f). 
The last part can be proved by (i) in this way: 
(• + l)vk{eij)==外((口 + l ) i e i j ) ) + U ^ i j ) 二 V k i f i ] ) + U ^ i j ) 
=Lk[Bi. Wj) + = Lk{Bi)-Wj + Bi-L 胸 + ^(e.j) 
= L k { B i ) • Wj - AiPie^j) + U ^ i j ) 二 Lk〔Bi).耳 + U^kj) + U^ij)-
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• 
Since the terms in the curvature formula will be highly symmetric with respect 
to indices, it is more convenient to introduce the symmetrization operators. 
Definition 4.3.3. Let U be any quantity which depends on indices i , k, a, 
The symmetrization operator ai is defined by taking the summation of all orders 
of the triple { i , k, a), i.e., 
ai {U{i, k, a, - j , IP)) = U(i, k, a, I, p) + U(i, a, k, - j , + U (k, i , a, - j , 1, P) 
+ U(k, a, i , J, I p) + U{a, i , k, j, I, + U{a, k, i, j, I,办 
In a similar fashion, we define (J2 to be the symmetrization operator of j and (3 
and di to be the symmetrization operator of j j , [3. 
4.3.2 Curvature Formula of the Ricci Metric 
As to compute the curvature of the Ricci metric, we need to compute the first 
and second order derivatives of r - . Let's compute the first order derivatives first. 
Theorem 4.3.1. (Theorem 3.2, [17]) 
dkTi-j = 一 { 义 + 丁 p f l 
where rf^ is the Christoffel symbol of the Weil-Petersson metric. 
Proof. Notice that • + 1 is self-adjoint and by Lemma 3.2.2 we know that ( • + 
l ) e - = f-j. Then using Lemma 4.3.1 and Theorem 3.2.1 we have 
dkRijap = dk (e<j/巧 + 
JXs 
= / + eipfa])^ 
JXs 
JXs 
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JXs 
= [ ( ( • + + E.JVKIF^-^) + ( • + + ER^VK{F^J))DV 
JXs 
= [ + 1) + + e.jVkif,-^ ) + {vk{0 + 1) + 
JXs 
=/ {yk{fij)e^p + e-jVkifap) + + eipVk{fo;j))dv 
JXs 
+ / (U^i-jK-p + Ueip)ea])dv 
JXs 
=[{{LkBi. + {LkB^ • B~p)efj + {LkB^ • + (L^B, • 
JXs 
+ [ m . + {Ba . Lk'^p)eij + (B,. + 队.LkB'j)e,-^)dv 
Jxs 
+ [ + = / + // + I I I . 
JXs 
Notice that is a basis of T^M ,^ so we can simplify I in this way: 
I 二 f (LkBr + 再 + LkBa . (S^e召 + 瓦e迈)dv 
JXs 
=< LKBI.'WJE^-^ + BPE^-J >WP + < 么FCB⑴ BPE-J + BJE迈 >WP 
=hF^ < LkBi.'Wg >wp< Bp.Wje^-^ + Bpe^j >wp 
+ hF^ < LkBa,百q >wp< Bp, Bpefj + Bje 
JXs JXs 
+ hfq [ {LkB^ .Wq)d'u [ (Bp. {W^e^j + ~Bje,^))dv 
JXs JXs 
二 hfq [ {LkBi-W,)dv [ UvroTfi + 
JXs JXs 
JXs JXs 
=h^'^dkhiqRpj^p + hP'^dkhaqRijpp = T^k^pj^p + TlkRfjp^’ 
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By Lemma 3.2.4 and Lemma 4.3.1, we have 
Bi. = {Aid, (8) dz).(-氏(A-i氏e^tj)氏 ^ dz - ^ dz + f^jd^ <S> dz) 
Hence II can be simplified as well: 
11= [ {UekjKp + U^kp^ij + + 
JXs 
Then using the fact that ^ is a real symmetric operator, i.e., / = 
JXs 
/ ^k{eocj)eipdv, we know that 
JXs 
^kRija^ 二 巧 k R p ] a ^ + ^ak^ijpfi 
JXs 
JXs 
= + KkRiW + I + 
J Xs 
= 巧 k R p J a r p + YlkRiW + n [ 
J Xs 
Finally by the definition of r - we obtain 
dk 丁i-j = h^'^duR,.^-^ + 
JXs 
= 一 { a 义 + 丁 v f P i k . • 
Before we go into the computation of the second order derivatives of r - , let's 
first compute the commutator of “ and 可. 
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Lemma 4.3.2. (Lemma 3.7, [17]) For any smooth function f G C°°{Xs), 
可 & / ) - U v i f ) = n^ki) - Vki^f+入-1 氏 A A / . 
Proof. Let's fix local holomorphic coordinates and compute locally. We first 
consider the commutator of ¥[ and dz: 
Widz — d万I = djdz + 'aid^dz - d^dj — d而d^ —可氏各 
= - d z ' a i d z = -Aidz-
Then we know that the commutator of Wi and A ] 氏 is 
- = + \-\vid, - dM) 
=X-%-aidz —广 1 不矢. 
These two formulae imply 
=(Aid^ - 1氏）+ a“W(A-i氏）-X-1 賊dz + X-'Tid^) 
二 氏）一 + 
= + A-'Tid^d, + - X-'d^Ad, - X - 如 d A 
Note that the harmonicity gives us d^iXAi) = 0, so we have d^Ai =―入一丄去入為. 
Thus we obtain 
TiP-PWi = - A O - d^wMX-^d,) - x-^d^WidA 
— x - ' ^ d A A d ^ + — An 
=-2AiO - 喊 P — + X-^d^Tid^. 
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Then since by Lemma 4.3.1 we know that “ = - A k P , we have 
M^kf) - a m = - y i { A k ) P { f ) + Ak{viP{f) — Pviif)) 
=-Wi{Ak)P{f) - 2AkAiBf — Akd^aTiPif) — X'^d^XAMf 
+ X-'AkdMf 
二 + Akd^ai)P{f) - 2f,-pf - 入 不 a ^ / 
+ X-'AkdMf-
Now we use the fact that Wi{Ak) ^  Akd^aTi 二 -P{effi) and the following result from 
harmonicity: -X'^d^XAk = d^Au, so we finish the proof: 
v i { U ) — U v i f ) = P{e^)nf) — ^fkPf + + X-'AudAid-J 
= — 2Wf + A—1 久八 A / -
• 
For convenience we may define the commutator of 红 and UI as an operator. 
Definition 4.3.4. For each k,l，we define the operator Qj^j : ~^ 
by 
Qdf)=n^ki)p(f)—^fk-pf+v'djk 彻 
We can now compute the curvature formula of the Ricci metric (Theorem 3.3, 
[17]). 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let s i , b e local holomorphic coordinates at s e M"‘ Then 
at s, we have 
= "a石{〜巧 X { ( • + 1 ) — 夺 万 ) + (• + 
- T 一 j x 她 每 ) L 泳 P ? ) ^ } 
+ 丁 
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where R娜 is the curvature tensor of the Ricci metric. 
Proof. Let's compute the second derivatives of r - first. By Lemma 4.3.1 and 
Lemma 4.3.2 we obtain 
J Xs J Xs 
- [ + U^iiM^ap) + 
J Xs 
=[iUeapM^ij) + UeijMeap) + QkMlKp)dv 
JXs 




= [ ( • + + U'^ii) + LjB] • B,)dv 
JXs 
JXs 
+ / QkMjKpdv. 
JXs 
From Lemma 3.2.5 we know that LkBi is harmonic. As B ： , B n is a basis of the 
space of harmonic Beltrami differentials, and notice that J LkBi • Bqdv = dkhq, 
we have LkBi = T^ j^ Bs- Hence we can derive that 
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Therefore we have 
dj [ UeijK-pdv = [ ( • + 
Jxs Jxs 
JXs 




Moreover, we know that 
=-hP'^N^'^dih^-^dkhr, + hF'^didkK-, 
=hP—q[didkhi-q — h^^^diK-^dkhr^) 
二 hp-qRfqk-i. 
Then we can use Theorem 4.3.1 to get the formula for the second derivatives of 
TiJ: 
d^Ti] = ( 一 + 1 jx feMeaW"”} + (aA jx 力彻} 
+ ^l^pj^^ik + Tp评 Pik 
对 义 & ( e 一 
+ " " 石 A L e “ 一 + " "十 1 jx 
+ ^pq^'jl^^k + TpjhPq R 谓 I^J-
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Hence we obtain the desired result: 
Rm = —"a 巧 { 义 
+ h ; 〜 j x (口 + 
+ L 仏 “ 6 ^ — } + " 。 啊 { X “ ( e • 冰 } 
+ + Tp声词 
_ T河(V+i L ( 她 • 力 + T 河 十 1 L (协。私肿 } + 
+ Tpjhpq n 两 
• 
In fact the curvature formula of the Ricci metric can be simplified using the 
normal coordinates, but for the sake of easier estimates on the asymptotic behav-
ior of the curvature (since normal coordinates near boundary points are difficult 
to be described), the general formula will be used in the upcoming computations. 
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4.4 The Asymptotic Behavior of the Ricci Met-
ric 
Using the formula of (Theorem 3.2.1) we can obtain the sign of the curvature 
of the Weil-Petersson metric very easily, but the formula of R-jj^ j (Theorem 4.3.2) 
does not help us find out the sign of the curvature of the Ricci metric directly. 
Hence we need to do some estimates on the asymptotics of the Ricci metric so 
that we can estimate the curvature of the Ricci metric. 
4.4.1 Estimates on the Asymptotics of the Ricci Metric 
Let's define the C^ norm oi a e S{p) as Wolpert[30] did: 
Definition 4.4.1. Let Q be an operator which is a composition of operators K^ 
and L*. Denote \Q\ to be the number of the factors in the composition. For any 
a E S(p), define 





We can also localize the norm on a subset of X. Let Q C X be a domain. Then 
we can define 
lkllo,n = sup|cr| fi 
and 
丨…kfi = 丨丨例o，n. 
\Q\<k 
Note that both of the definitions depend on the choice of conformal metric on 
X. In this section, X will always be equipped with the Kahler-Einstein metric 
unless otherwise specified. 
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We also need the following version of the Schauder estimate proved by Wolpert 
(Lemma A.4.2, [30]): 
Theorem 4.4.1. Let X he a closed Riemann surface. Let f and g be smooth 
functions on X such that (• + l)g = f . Then for any integer k > 0 , there is a 
constant Ck such that < Ck 
Before estimating the asymptotics of the Ricci metric in the pinching coordi-
nates, we need to specify some notations first. Let (t, s) = (^i,…,Un, Sm+i,…，s几) 
be the pinching coordinates near Xo,o. For \{t, s)| < 6, let fli be the j-th. genuine 
Ij 
collar on Xt,s which contains a short geodesic j j with length Ij. Let Uj = — , 
m n 
uq = Uj + ^ \sj\, Tj = \zj\ and Tj Ujlogrj, where Zj is the properly 
j=l j—m+l 
normalized rs-coordinate on such that 
n^ = {zj : ij < \zj\ < c}. 
Hence we know that the Kahler-Einstein metric A on Xt,s restricted to the collar 
Qi is given by 
、 1 9 —9 2 
入 = 3 以 C S C T j . 
In addition, let = 魄 and Rc = Xt,s — ^c- Note that the constant c may 
be changed finitely many times in the following estimates, but this will not affect 
Ij TT 
the result. Also note that by Wolpert[30], we know that Wj = — ~ 
The first step we have to do for the estimates is to find all the harmonic 
Beltrami differentials Bi,…,B^ corresponding to the tangent vectors 瓦，…，冗 . 
Notice that Masur[19] constructed 3 ^ - 3 regular holomorphic quadratic differen-
tials ...,ipn corresponding to the cotangent d t i , d S n on the plumbing collars 
using plumbing coordinate. However, we need to find them in rs-coordinates so 
that we can have an easier estimate of the curvature. Let us collect Trapani's 
results (Lemma 6.2-6.5, [28]) in one theorem using Masur's notations and formu-
lation. 
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Theorem 4.4 .2 . Let {t, s) be the pinching coordinates on Mg near Xo,o which 
corresponds to a codimension m boundary point of Mg. Then there exist constants 
M, delta > 0 and 0 < c < 1 such that if (t, s) < delta, then the j-th plumbing 
collar on Xt,s contains the genuine collar Furthermore, a rs-coordinate Zj can 
be chosen on the collar properly such that the holomorphic quadratic differ-
entials ipi, corresponding to the cotangent vectors d t i , d s ^ have the form 
= ipi{zj)dzj on the genuine collar OP。for I < j <m, where 
1 
(i) = l O K z j ) i f i > m + l; 
问 =(—b^fe⑷ + 二 j ; 
TT Zj 
(Hi) iPi(Zj) = { - - ) \ q i { z j ) i f l < i < m and i + j， TT Zj 
where /3{ and pj are functions of {t, s)，qj and Qj are functions of {t, s, zj) given 
by 
彻 二 E 咖 贿 + E 办 , 树 
k<0 k>0 
and 
Qji^j) = E aj办,s)作 + E aj办, 
k<0 k>0 
such that 
(1) |a4|c-' < M and < M if i + j ; 
k<0 k>0 
(2) Mc—k <M and < M. 
k<0 k>0 
Using this theorem we can derive the following refined version of Masur's esti-
mates of the Weil-Petersson metric (Theorem 1, [19]). Note that in the remaining 
section, (t, s) will be assumed to have small norm and X = Xt^s-
Corollary 4.4.1. Let {t, s) be the pinching coordinates. Then 
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(1) h^ - + OK)) and h“ = + 0(no)) if i < m; 
Uj^ 」ti 
3 3 
( i i ) i f j = 0{\Utj\) and hij = O ( ^ ) i f < i j < m and i ^ j ; 
(in) h'^ = 0{\ti\) and " 召 = 0 ( - p ) if i < m and j > m + 1; 
H 
(iv) hP = 0 (1) and hfj = (9 ⑴ i f i , j >m + l . 
Proof. In fact the last three claims coincide with the Schumacher's formulation 
of the Masur's result (Theorem [M], [24]), so here we just prove (i). However, we 
should note that in fact all the claims can be proved using the same method. 
Let's make a useful claim about some integral estimates: 
Claim. We have 
Jc-ie �� 
(2) r 丄 r广 1 Sin2 Tjdr^ = 〇 ( • ' for k > 1; 
(3) j : 一 1 rj-1 sin2 Tjdr,. = for k < -1 . 
Proof. For (1), we consider 
/ ^ -sin^ Tjdrj = — / ——-dTj 
Jc-^e � T j Uj J-Uj logC-TT ^ 
— — . . 
Uj L 2 4 J -Uj logC-TT 
< 1 /tt + \2uj log c| + I sin(2iZj log c)|、 
-w A 2 y 
Uj 2 
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Then for (2), we have 
厂 _ir，-isinV,*. < 1 k s^in r^J _ 
Jc-ie ^ L �c - i e � 
+ T [ ^ r J • 2 sin r.- cos ry . —drj 
k Jc-�-巧] 
= — c -乂 e - 勺 
+ 字 / 工 rj—isin2Tjdrj 
k Jc-^e 〜 
+ f 
Jc-^e "J ) 
< + — c - ' ( e~^y) l sm(2u j l ogc ) l 
+ F j U -考。’ ^ ^  
27/2 / T  \ k 
= 0 ( u ] ) c ' . 
(3) can be done similarly. 口 
Now we come to the computation of h议 for i < m. Since hP is given by the 
formula 
h巧二 .[ MjX-^dv, 
Jx 
we know that 
[ = y [ [ m'x-'dv. 
Jx ^ 九L JRc 
For I = i, we have 
n r2-K fc 力 2 
/ 釣'^X-^dv 二 ^ - i i h + . sin2TiTidridOi 
Jni Jo Jc-ie-奇 TrVf uf 
= ^ ^ f [ -n — sin^ nl^ i + ll'^dridOi. 
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Now using Wolpert's estimate on the length of the short geodesic 卞(Example 
2 ^ 2 兀 
4.3, [30])，we obtain k = - - — ( l + 0(ui)), which implies - log \ti\ = — + 0(1), 
log U Ui 
T  
i.e., -k < - log ti - — < k for some /c > 0. Thus < ^―^ < so on the 
Ui U 
collar Qj. we know that 
\qi\ < Y . 丨 拟 ( 力 , + M t , s)\c' = O⑴. 
k<0 k>0 
Note that 
\qi + 1|2 = I仍|2 + \q,\ + + 0{1){J2 + ^^ s)\r^) + 1. 
k<0 k>0 
Hence along with the claim made before, we have 
P 9 J. 2 r27T / __ fc 
Jni 沉 Ui Jo V k<0 Jc-ie -i 
+ 0{l)Y]\aik{t^s)\ [ sin''ndri 
t^o 人-
+ / , —sin Tidvi dOi 
= ^ fo(n?) V s)\\U\-'c-' ( e ' ^ y 
V t^o \ ) 
+ V Mt. + 丄(芸 + )、 
TI …• 2 / 
= 琴 ( 响 + 1 + O K ) ) 二 华 1 + O K ) ) . 
Similarly for I ^ i, we have 
[ = ^ 广 R . ri\ql\'drM 
Jni, 兀 W Jo Jc-^e'-i n 
9 / 2 /"Stt / __ rc 
兀乂 V t^ o 人-le 
+ 0 ( 1 ) ; ^ | c 4 ( M ) | 厂 ^ r^-'sin'ndn 
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= ^ � E I 拟(亡， 兀以� \ fcco 
k>0 ‘ 
=0(1 邵). 
Then we use Masur's result ((iii) in the proof of Theorem 1, [19]) to obtain 
/ I 也 入 — = 0(|t-|)). Therefore the first part of (i) is done. The second J R 
part can be proved by the same argument as that in the proof of Corollary 4.4.2, 
which will be shown later. • 
Then by Theorem 4.4.2 and Corollary 4.4.1, we can obtain the following ex-
pressions for the harmonic Beltrami differentials Bi = Aidz 0 dz'. 
Lemma 4.4.1. (Lemma 4.2, [17]) On the genuine collar QP^ for c small enough, 
the coefficient functions Ai of the harmonic Beltrami differentials Bi have the 
form: 
⑴ = + i f i ^ j ； 
( i i ) A j ( z j ) = 
where 
(a) p i i z j ) = X： + 々 料 3; 
k<0 k>0 
(b) P j { z j ) = J2 + E ajkzl 
k<0 k>0 
such that pj = e ~ and the coefficients satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) Y . = 0 { u f ) and E \ai\c' = 广 ) i f i > m + l; 
k<0 k>0 
(2) l ‘ l 一 - 0 { u f ) 0 { f ) and = 0 { u f ) 0 { ^ ) if i < m and 
k<o ’ k>o ‘ 
i + j； 
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(3) = O ( ^ ) and = 
k<0 j k>0 ] 
(4) i f i > m + l; 
(5) |6】| - 0 ( u j ) 0 { - ^ ) i f i < m andi^ j ; 
H 
r 句 〜 箸 + 0 (， ) . 
3 3 
Proof. From the duality formula between harmonic Beltrami differentials and the 
holomorphic quadratic differentials: 
n 
Bi = A-i ^ 
1=1 
n 
we know that Ai 二 入 -工 ^ / ^‘！石 . A l s o , note that by Wolpert's estimate of the 
H 2 兀 2 
length of the short geodesic 7). (Example 4.3, [30]) we have Ij = + 
0(wo)), so we know that there exists a constant 0 < fi< 1 such that ii\tj\ < pj < 
/厂 1|力)|. Then by Theorem 4.4.2 (but we need to replace c by fic) and Corollary 
4.4.1, we can compute the desired orders for each cases. • 
In order to estimate the asymptotics of the Ricci metric, we need to estimate 
the norms of the harmonic Beltrami differentials, and the above expressions for 
the harmonic Beltrami differentials can help us to do so. 
Lemma 4.4.2. Let be the C^ norm defined before. We have 
3 
⑴ Mi lU 二力(，)隐遣 = … < m; 'c li H 
( i i ) \\AX = 0{1) i f i > m + l; 
问 Udo^i = and mo,x-ni =。(蒜）讨i < 爪； 
M ll/dl。，n; - Mo,^ = o i ^ - l l / d L , - 酬 ) = “ 静 
i f i , j < m and i + j ; 
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3 
(V) — ll /dlox-n 厂 + 
, C J/七 , C tz-j 
(vi) \\fil\\o = 0{l) ifi,j>m + l; 
H 
U^ljfi 
(via) |/-|li = i f i j <m audi j; 
(ix) = ifi<m and j > m + 1; 
ti 
(X) \fij\L^ =0(1) if i j >171+1. 
Remark 4.4.1. Form the lemma, we can also know that = 0(1) ll^jllo 
for any 
Proof. Choose c sufficiently small such that for all j < m, tan(wj log c) < -lOuj. 
Then by some calculus argument we can show that when 1 < p < 10, on the 
collar nj, 
if A; > 1; 
ifk< - 1 . The first two claims can be proved similarly, so let's work out (i) only. 
Notice that on we have 
• I = = I sin^ Ti{pi + hi) 
Zi 
< \ciik\pl^r^ sin2 r^  + ^ |aa;|rf sin^ n + \bi 
k<0 k>Q 
< Iflifclc—& + Y^ \aik\c^) + \bi 
k<0 k>0 
= o 鎮爭)+ 0 ( u n 0 ( f ) + 0 ( f ) = 0 ( f ) . 
li t'i H 
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Thus IIAillo = 0 ( — ) . In a similar way we can also show that \Ai\ = on 
ni with j — i. Then by Masur's result[19], the duality formula, Theorem 4.4.2 and 
Corollary 4.4.1, we have = O ( ^ ) on R � s o we obtain \\Ai\\Qx-Qi = 
H ‘ _ ^ li 
(iii)-(vi) can be proved using (i)-(ii) and the fact that = AiAj. For (vii), 
on we know that 
/“I 二 sin4nlpi + < sin4r^lpip + sin^r^lpAl + sin^t•胸i| + sin^ri\hi\'^ 
H 
Hence 
1/丄侧 < [ + 兵 ) - 4 r,) dv 
jQi \ / 
< [•(其M…(兵)[减 
Jx Ur w J^i 
i'i H 
以6 
Notice that by (iii) we have |/“|Lipc-ny = which implies that : 
ti 
0 ( — ( v i i i ) and (ix) can be proved in the same way. Lastly, we observe 
„ 
that (x) follows form (vi) and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, and thus the proof is 
completed. 
• 
We also need to estimate the functions e - for the estimate of the asymptotics 
of the Ricci metric, and thus we need to construct some approximation functions 
of them on the collars. 
First we fix a constant ci < c and define the cut-off function rj e [0，1]) 
by 
r](x) = 1 if .T < log ci； 
< r]{x) = 0 if a; > log c; 
0 < r){x) < 1 if log ci < X < log c. 
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Note that the derivatives of r] are bounded by some constants depending only on 
c and Ci. 
Let e--{z) be the function on X (where z = Zi on the collar Oj^ ) defined by: 
(i) if i , j <m and i = j , 
‘ w h e n ^ G 
~ I sin2 7"i(|6i|2)"(logn) when z G Oj. and ci < n < c; 
” I sin2Ti{\hi\^)r}{\ogpi - logn) when z G and c—Vi < n < qVi； 
0 when 2; G X — OJ.; 、 
(ii) if i j < m and i + j , 
‘ | s i n 2 r , ( M } ) when 2 G Q^] 
1 sin2 网 ) 7 7 ( l o g n ) when z G and ci < n < c; 
I sin2 Ti(M})r/(logpi — logn) when z G and c'^Pi < n < q Vi； 
e-j{z) = I I sin2 T j 胁 j ) when 2： G Q{； 
I sin2 T j ( b j b j ) r j ( l o g r j ) when z G Qi and ci < rj < c; 
臺 sin2 Tj(bjbj)i](logpj — l o g r � w h e n z E and c'^Pj < rj < q Vj； 
0 when z e X - {Qiu Qi)] 
(iii) if 2 < m and j >m + l , 
1 sin^ nikb]) when z G 
I sin2 T“5^6”"(logri) when z G Qi and Ci < r^  < c; 
e-(2；) = < _ . 
i sin2 Ti{bib))r]{\ogpi - logr^) when z G and c、< n < q pi\ 
0 when z e X - Oj.; 、 
Moveover, let = ( • + l )e - . Hence by direct computation we have 
(i) if i , j < m and i = j , 
4 ⑷ 二 s i n � ( | 6們 
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when z G ； 
4⑷=sm^Ti(\bi\'')r]{logri) - ^ sin'' TiSm2Ti{\bi\^)r}'{\ogri) 
- ^ s m ' r m ' W i l o g r , ) 
when z e and ci < n < c; 
f i j i z ) 二 sin4 7-“|6i|2)"(logpi — logr^) + - ^ sin^ n sin 2ri{\bi\'^)r]\logpi — logr^) 
-•sin4Ti(|6i|2)77"(logpi - logn) 
. 1 1 when z e Ql and c"Vi < ri < c^ Pi; 
fi-M) = 0 
when z e X - Vt^. 
(ii) i f < m and i ^ j , 
/湘二 s i n � _ ) 
when z G ; 
f f j { z ) = sin^r,(M5)r7(logr,) - ^ sin^ r ,s in2T, (M;)7 / ' ( logn) 
% 
when G Oj. and Ci < n < c; 
ff.{z) = sin4 ri(M;-)7/(log Pi — logn) + ^ sin^ n sin 2ri(M})V(log Pi — logr^) 
- • sin^ ri(hih))r]"{logPi - logn) 
Z 
1 一 1 when z G OJ. and c—Vi < n < c �p i . , 
f 糾 二 s i n " 德 ) 
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when z e 
f i j ( z ) = sm^Tj(^,bj)v(logrj) - ^ sin'tj sin 2Tj(^,bj)v\logrj) 
— • s i n � 他 > " ( l o g r ) ) 
. w h e n z e and ci < rj < c; 
1 _-
f i j ( z ) = sm^Tj(bibj)rj(logpj - l o g r , ) + — sin^ t j sin 2Tj(bibj)r]\log pj - l o g r , ) 
1 ~-
— — logr, ) 
. 1 一 -I 
when z eQ.1 and c " V j <『 j < Pj., 
fi-M) = 0 
when 
(iii) if i < m and j > m + 1, 
4 ⑷ 二 s in^T•卿 
when z G O^^ ; 
4 ⑷ 二 sinVi(M})r7(logr,) - ^ sin^ r, sin2r,(M})77^(logr,) 
1/ 
when z G nj. and ci < ?! < c; 
fij{z) = sin4 丁 烁 P i - logn) + ^ sin2 r^  sin 2ri(^6j)V(log pi — log n) 
- ^ sin4 n 關 ) " " ( l o g Pi - log Ti) 
% 
when z G Oj. and c'^pi < n < q V^； 
JfM) = 0 
when z e X — 
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By construction we know that the supports of these approximation functions 
are contained in the corresponding collars. Now we can estimate the functions 
^ij-
Lemma 4.4.3. We have the following estimates for e - ; 
⑴ e“ = g“ + 0 ( 兵 ) i f i < m ; 
(a) e-j = e- + i f i j < m and i ^ j ; 
(Hi) - + i f i < m andj>m + 1; 
H 
(iv) i f i j > m ^ l ; 
(y) leuW = i f i < m ; 
H U^IL^' 
(vi) \efj\Li = i f i , j <m audi ^ j ; 
(vii) |e-|Li = 0(-p) i f i < m a n d j > m ^ - l . 
Proof. For (i), since by the maximum principle we know that 
— ^fiWo ^ fii — fa 0 , 
~ 以4 ~ 
it suffices to show that fu-fii 二 Using the fact that 二 0 on 
0 ti 
X - f l i , by Lemma 4.4.2 we have 
fii - f i i 广 ll^fello = 0 ( 7 ^ ) . 
u H 
As on Qi^  we have 
fii — S I sin^ Ti{^bi)\ + I s in4t “&)| + | sin^ T i胸 i ) 
= 0 ( f ) 0 ( f ) + 0 ( f ) 0 ( f ) + o ( 孕 ) 0 ( 孕 ) = 0 ( 兵 ) , 
ti ti H li li H H 
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yp 
we know that - . 二 O ( ^ ) . Now on - with ci < n < c we 
o’n� ti 
have 
sin Til < \ri\ < Ui\ log ci| 二 
so we can conclude that 
/ “ - / d S (1 + | sin^ + Isin^r^fe)! + | sin^ri(^Pi) 
H — sin"^  Ti sm2Ti H sin r^  
2ui ^uf 
二 0 { f , ) 0 { u t ) + 0(兵)+ + 0 (其 ) 0 ( > ( ^ 4 ) 
ti H H ^^ 认 i 
H 
以4 
Similarly we also have |/“ - /“| < on Q}^  - with c - � i < n < q Vi, 
ti . 
which implies that f a - f i i = O ( T ^ ) and thus - f a = 
ti ^  0 
(ii) and (iii) follows nearly the same argument. 
(iv) is easy since by the maximum principle and Lemma 4.4.2 we have < 
The last three claims can be proved by direct computation. Let's work out 
(v) explicitly as an example: 
eulL^ = / \eii\dv 
Jx 
= / \eii\dv 
< [lsin'^Ti{\hi\'^)dv 
J他上 
= sin2 Ti{\bi\'^) . ^ csc2 n . n c / r成 
Jo Jc-^e'~i 2 丄 
寻 广 f 械 
4 Jo Jc-^e � 
li H 
• 
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The following L^ norm estimates will be used in the estimate of the Ricci 
metric. 
Lemma 4.4.4. Let f G C). Then 
I !(• + l y ' f l ' d v < 义(口 + 1)-1/ -Jdv^ J^\f\'dv. 
Proof. We just need to note that the eigenvalues of ( • + 1)—i are all less than 
or equal to 1. Then the result would follow from the spectral decomposition of 
( • + l ) - i . 口 
Let's estimate the asymptotics of the Ricci metric in the following corollary 
(Corollary 4.2, [17]). 
Corollary 4.4.2. Let {t, s) be the pinching coordinates. Then we have 
(t) T“ = + OK)) and = 字 誓 ( 1 + ) i f < i < m; 
2 2 
( i i ) Tfj = + uj)) and = 0(|力而|) i f < i j < m and i ^ j ; 
titj 
(Hi) T,-J = O(^) and t"^ = 0{\ti\) if i < m or j > m + 1; 
ti 
(iv) T0 = 0(1) and T巧 二 0 (1) i f i , j > m + l . 
Remark 4.4.2. In fact Trapani[28] has also estimated the Ricci metric, but the 
estimates in this corollary are more refined. 
Proof. Let's prove the first part. In the following, all universal constants will be 
denoted as Cq. Recall that r - = H'^^R-j^p. 
For (i), notice that iia^/S or a = P>m + l, then by Lemma 4.4.2 
and Corollary 4.4.1 we have ||v4Jo \\M\o = 0(1). Thus by the maximum 
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principle and Lemma 4.4.4 we have 
\Rilap\ < fii^apdv + J^ fipe^idv 
< ka^llo + ( 义 I � | 2 & Jx ‘ 
< I I / 』 。 l / d L i + ( / \U'dv [ ‘ 
\ J X J X / 
=\fap\\o l/“ki + ( 义 focafiidv 义 fiifpp^ dv 
s 2 II人llo 卢llo 1 /丄 1. 
Hence in this case we have 
—-石I 二则l/dLi 二 0 ( 兵 ) . 
U a = P <171 and a ^ i, then we consider 
Rfiaal < / e-lfaadv + / e丄id/V . 
Jx JX 
Note that we have 
J e-iafoddv < \\eia\\o\fcd\L^ ^ \\fia\\o\fai\L^ 
tit a tit a ^i^a 
and by Lemma 4.4.3 we also have 
/ efjaadv < / e^ifaadv + / {e-- - e-i)fa^dv 
Jx Jx Jx 
< / enfaadv + ||e- - e-||o l/aaU^ 
Jni 
< |/cis|o’nd^dLi + W^ ii — i^iWo I/a石|LI 
= + 0 ( 兵 ) o ( 兵 ) = o ( 祭 ) . 
I'oc H ^a 
Therefore we obtain 石 = = • ( 
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Now we have to consider 品.Notice that 
Ruii = 2 / e^f^dv = / eJ^dAJ + / e^ifa - fu)dv + / (e“ — e^k-
Jx Jx Jx Jx 
First we have 
[ M - fa)dv < h — k。felLi 二 = 
J X 0 h 
and 
[ f i l i e u - e^dv 引|6“ — 6 ~』 0 | /丄 1 = 0 ( " ^ ^ ) 0 (兵 ) = 0 (岳 ) . 
J X H H 
In addition, we have ||巨dlo’ni-nj^ i = ^ ( j ^ ) ' h 屯 - 屯 = ^ ( j ^ ) and 
f U 4„ ,2 r2-K rci 1 
/ = ^ / — i f S i n S d r M 
Jni^ 4 Jo J c - ^ e �、 
4 Jo Sui 
16 
so 
/ e J i ^ 二 / 邑“kch + / eJadv = + O(tzo)) + O(^) . 
Hence we know that 
_ 十 2 o 2 
h^Rau = 2 ^ ( 1 + 0 � ) ) ( 如 d � ( l + 外 0)) + 0 ( 命 )） % 
二 il^Jd+。(—)• 
Then combining all three cases we can obtain the result. 
For (ii), if a — and a ^ z, or a = /? > m + 1, then we have 
< I fij^apdv + / fipe^jdv . 
Jx Jx 
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Let's estimate the first term: 
/ fij^apdv 引|e�o|胁1 
Jx 
引 |/��l/dLi = IKI圓l�o(|^). 
The second term can be estimated in this way: 
/ fipeajdv < / fi^e^jdv + / f ^ - j -、)dv 
Jx Jx Jx 
= / f访邑oTjdv + / fi^iea^j -
Jx-ni Jx 
< I各』P + — I•^迈Ili. 
Recall that 万| \\M\o = 0(1) and also note that by Lemma 4.4.2, Lemma 
4.4.3 and Corollary 4.4.1 we have 
and 3 3 
Hij 
— U^U^ 
in this case. Hence we know that = ^ ( tJ^^ for a ^ ^ and a ^ i or 
for a = /? > m + 1. This is also true for a — and a 二 i by noting that the 
second term above may be replaced by / e.-^f^jdv and thus similar estimate 
Jx 
can be done. 
Now ii a = P <m and a + i、j, then we have 
Rijaal < jx "fee涵彻 + jx fi^^ajdv • 
Since 
j ffjeaadv < 丄 fijCaadv + J^ " eaa)dv 
< I f{] ona I 各 + W^aa — eaallo 如 
Utj la ^a H^j "a 
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and 
/ fiae^jdv < / fiae^-jdv + / fia{e^j - e^fjdv 
Jx Jx-ni Jx 
^ \\fia\\o,X-ni I各+ ^aj ~ ^aj q 丄i 
= o A o i f ^ ) + 弹 = o(弊), 
tit a toJ^j la^j HIqc ^I^J ^ OL 
we obtain 石^I = 
Lastly, if a = = i, then we have 
2 3 3 
= 2!义 f^e^dv < ll/dl�l/dLi 二 
_ 二 ufUj 
Thus we have = Similarly we can derive = ). 
J titj H^j 
Therefore we know that 
〒。塔、午o樂、+ CK菩、二 or菩、…3、) 
Hlj titj titj lilj 
for i , j < m and i + j . 
For (iii), = then we have 
\Rijap\ < [ hra-pdv + I firajdv 
Jx JX 
< ^oi\\fap\\o + 丨丨,』丨0 l/^i) 
=IKIlo IIA^ IIo 0(字)+ ^(1) Pcllo UipW-
H 
- uf 
Since by Lemma 4.4.2 we know that in this case IIAJo\fip\L' = we 
have 
3 3 
Ih-'^R.jJ = Pallo I I A ^ I I � + Mall�IfrpW = 射. 
U a — p <m and a = i, we have 
S jx fijeaadv + jx fi^^ajdv . 
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Then as we also have 
f Ue^d.引|/』|。|/^1=0(，)0(!^) = 0 ( 弟 ） 
J X ^oc ^i^a W ^a 
and 
/ fijeaadv < / fijCaadv + / f{j{eaa " 
Jx Jn^ Jx 
< |/<j 丨各侦I" + — 
二 0( f )0(兵)+ 0(兵)0(f) = 
tz T^a 石 a ^oc 
_ y^S 
we can derive that = 
Now if a = = i, we have 
2 3 5 
< 2 / /沪“彻 < ll/dl�\ f i l \L^ = 二 
J X H H 
which implies = Hence we proved (iii). 
ti 
For (iv), = then we have 
\Ri]ap\ < jx + jx 
^ f i j 0 fc^P 0 ^ fiP 0 fa] 0) 
= o � ||A��IIAJo 11411�IIAdIo + O � II或llo IIAsllo IIAJ�IIAJo 
= O(I)||AJoIIAsIIO. 
Hence = \\Ap\\qO{1) = 0(1) in this case. If a = ^ < m, 
since we have 
< J^ e.jfaadv + J^ Ci^f^jdv 
< Ihjllo l/c^Li + (^J^hal'^dv + jx l/ajp^^^ 
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< 卯 高 ) + ( 义 + X 2 
lot 
7/3 7/3 7/3 
= 0 ( 鲁 ) + 0(1)0(1)0(#) = 0 ( # ) , 
乙a [a ^a 
we know that 石i^ ija石I = 0 ( 1 ) . Therefore the result follows. 
To prove the second part, we first note that the matrix A := (T^j)i,j>m+i can be 
extended to the boundary non-degenerately using the result of Masur[19] about 
the non-degeneracy of the matrix B := (%)i,j>m+i on the boundary and the work 
by Wolpert showing that A is bounded from below by a constant multiple of B 
(in which the constant only depends on g). This implies that A has a positive 
lower bound. By (iv) in the first part we also know that A is bounded from above 
and each of its entries is bounded. Then by direct computation we can show that 
det(T) = (JJ ^ - ~ d e t ( A ) ( l + 0(uo)) (indeed we just need to use the explicit 
formula for det(r), i.e. det(r) = ^ . . . ?•打硕，and notice that the 
sum Y^ sgn(o-)Tn ... t w t t T 饥 . . . r^^, where 5； denotes the subgroup of 
a吼 
Sn fixing 1 to m, has the dominating order). Let e < 1 be fixed. As we know 
that for 5)1 small enough, 1 + 0{uo) > 1 — e, we have 
m o 2 
TT 3 uj 
f}^ 47r2 \tk\' 1 — 
det(r) - d e t ( v 4 ) ( l - 6 ) =叩 ) . 
Now let 办ij be the (i, j)-minor of (r-). Similarly we can also show that 
‘(nr=i,明&蟲）det�(1 + O M ) ifz = i < m ; 
捕 、 l i , 购 靜 化 - a n d … ； 
(nr=i ’哨点碌 ifz<mand,>m + l； 
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Finally by the fact that 二 , , , we proved the second part. • 
det(T) 
4.4.2 Estimates on the Curvature of the Ricci Metric 
Now we start to estimate the holomorphic sectional curvature of the Ricci metric. 
The following estimates on the norms will be required for the estimate of the error 
terms. 
L e m m a 4 .4 .5 . (Lemma 4.6, [17]) Let f,g e C) be smooth functions such 
that ( • + 1 ) / = g. Then there exists a constant Co such that 
(i) \Kof\L2 < Co\Kog\L2； 
(a) \KiKof\L^ < Co\Kog\L2. 
Proof. This lemma follows from applying Schwarz inequality on the Bochner for-
mula: 
(• + I)h + IXii^o/P = K^fWg + T^fK^g - \ f - 9 ? 
with h = • 
We will need the estimate on the section Kof-j as well (Lemma 4.7-4.8, [17]): 
L e m m a 4.4 .6 . Let Kq and Ki be the Maass operators, and let P = KiKq. We 
have 
⑴ \\Kofdo,ni = 0 ( 7 ^ ) — \\^ofdo,x-ni = if i < m; 
3 3 
⑷ = W^^fAm = ^ ( j g ) — l|K�/dl�’;Mn诚）= 
i f i J <m audi ^ j ; 
3 
(in) = and Ili^o/.jlU.o.=。(年)W < 爪 and j > m+1; 
H = i f i j > m + l; 
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(V) \ K , f a \ l . = 0 [ ^ ) i f i < m ; 
H 
(vi) \Kofij\l2 = i f i j < m and i + j ; 
t i t j 
(vii) \Kof--\l2 = i f i <mandj>m + 1; 
ti 
(via) \K0fii\l2 = 0 ( 1 ) i f i j > m + 1 ; 
M h - f u i f i < m ; 
1 ti乙 
N = 兵）zf i<m; 
(xi) i f i < m . 
Note that this lemma can be proved by similar computational method used 
in Lemma 4.4.2. 
For the estimate of the curvature of r by its curvature formula (Theorem 
4.3.2), we need to control the term / Qkii^ifje^-^dv. The next lemma (Theorem 
Jx 
4.9, [17]) would help us to do so: 
Lemma 4.4.7. We have 
/ Qki{ei])eapdv = - / fkiiKoe^jT^oe^-^ + K~oeijKoe^-^)dv 
Jx Jx 
Jx 
For the estimate of the holomorphic sectional curvature of t , let ?: 二 j = A; = / 
for the formula in Theorem 4.3.2. Then we consider 
Rfiii = Gi-{- G2 
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where Gi consists of all the terms in the formula with all the indices a, (3, 7，S, 
p and q being i and G2 = A““ - Gi. If z < m, the dominating term is Gi which 
is given by 
Gi = 24"“ / ( • + l ) -\Ueii ) )Ueii )dv 
Jx 
+ “ [ Q“fe)e“彻 
Jx 
—36T“("“)2 [ ^iie^e^dv 
Jx 
+ Tiih 肌 Riiii. 
Now we are prepared to estimate the holomorphic sectional curvature of r 
(Theorem 4.4, [17]): 
Theorem 4.4.3 . Let Xq e Mg — Mg be a codimension m boundary point and 
let (尤 1 ’ S n ) be the pinching coordinate near Xq. Then the holomorphic sectional 
curvature of r is negative in the degenerate directions and is hounded in the non-
degenerate directions. More precisely, there exists a constant ^ > 0 such that if 
(t, <9)1 < 5, then 
片 + 咖 ) � o 
for i < m and 
hii 二 o ⑴ 
fori > m + 1. Furthermore, the holomorphic sectional curvature，the bisectional 
curvature and the Ricci curvature of r are bounded from below and above on Mg. 
Proof. The following lemma (indeed the method used in its proof) will be the 
main ingredient in the proof of this theorem: 
Lemma 4.4.8. If i < m, then |Gy = 
ti 
This lemma can be proved by case-by-case checking and direct computation, 
and its proof can be found in the appendix of [17 . 
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We first consider From Lemma 4.4.7 we have 
Jx Jx 
which implies 
= 24h“ [ (• + l)—ite(e“))?“e“)c/i; + 6"“ [ \Koe£{2ea - Af^d^ 
Jx Jx 
n 2 
—36t’"“)2 / 編e“dv + r^h^'Rm-
Jx 
Now let 2 < m first. From the proof of the Corollary 4.4.2, we know that k"^Run 二 
+ 0(wo)). Thus by Corollary 4.4.2 we have 
4 兀 ti 
、 灼 - = ( i 嘉(1+咖。)))2 = +剩 ) . 
For the second term, we have 
[ [ \Koe^{2e^ - ^ d v 
Jx Jx 
Jx 
+ [ \Koe^{2(e^ — e^ - 4[f位—k))-. 
Jx 
Notice that by Lemma 4.4.6 and Lemma 4.4.3 we have 
[{\Koe£ - \Koe^){2ea - md^ < \\\Koe£ - \Koe£\\o f mi\^Mfii\)dv 
Jx Jx 
< \\\Koefi\ + 民dllo W^oiefi —民 
. [ { 2 \ e , . \ + M f i i \ ) d v 
Jx 
and 
jx I私6“|2(2(6“ - e~“) - 4(/“ — k))dv < Co WKoedl (2 ||e“ - e~“||�+ 4 ||/“ - /J。） 
H H 
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Then consider 
Jx Jni^ 
Since we have 
二 •(兵M兵)=•(兵） 
H H H 
and by direct computation we also have 
p 
L -他dv = + O—)). 
Therefore by Corollary 4.4.1 we obtain 
L \Koe£{2e, — 4f,)dv = ^ ( 1 + 0 〜 ) ) ( - + 剩 ) + � ( 晶 ) ) 
Q7/4 
叫 。 ) ) . 
For the third term, using similar method as above, we consider 
/ Si(eideiidv = / iiiAl)邑iidv + / - e^i)dv 
Jx Jx JX 
+ / U^ii - eaWidv. 
Jx 
Then since we have (by Lemma 4.3.1, Lemma 4.4.2 and Lemma 4.4.3) 
/ U^idi^ii - ^iddv � 0 I I 妮 』 l o Ih广召dio 
Jx 
< Co I ⑷ l o \\KiKo{e-i)\\Q IIe- - e-||o 
么 Cq Iq \e-i 2 e“ — e-- • 
= 0(，)0(兵= 兵)， 
T^i li li 
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/ ^iiefi - eu)efidv < WUea-eMo / e“dv 
Jx Jx 
< 丨⑷ lolk“-巨“"2 / /i?咖 
Jx 
< \\M\o f f i - f f i 
= 0(，)0(兵)0(兵) = 0(兵） 
Li li 
and 
[ 明ii)邑il- < Co I I C i f e M 。 = = 0 ( | ^ ) ’ 
Jni-ni^ 1 ti 、 、 
we know that 
Jx J nil 
Note that we have the following explicit expression of ^i(e-) on 
？办 “ ) = - = s i n ^ TiSlP(邑 ii) — = sin2 T忍 P f e ) . 
Zi 
y 
Since = sin^ ri^P(e-) = 0 ( — w e know that 
H H 
Then by direct computation again we have 
4 融 二 + 咖0)). 
Therefore we obtain 
二 - + 剩 
which implies that 
r 2 1 . . 2 厂 2 9 厂 2 .,6 
36?妒)2| 义他 r i e — ( 警 + OK)) 
= 1 ^ ( 1 + 餐 
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For the estimate of the first term, again by similar method we can derive that 
Jx J X ''i 
However, to estimate + we need to introduce another approximate 
function. Choose C2 < Ci and let r]i G [0,1]) be the cut-off function given 
by 
f 
r){x) = 1 if a; < logC2； 
< r]{x) = 0 i f :z ;2logci ; 
0 < 7]{x) < 1 if logC2 < X < logci. 
V Now for i <m, define the function di by 
- 1 sin^ Ti cos 2丁iIbil\ if z G 礼； 
- i sin^ Ti cos 2ri\bi\%r]i{logri) if : G and C2 < n < ci； 
di{z) = — . 
- 1 sin^ n cos 2ri\hipfe^ryi(log pi - logr^) \i z e and cjf pi < n < c^ pi] 
0 iizeX-ni^. 
< 
Notice that we have this computational fact: 
隨 ) - ( 口 + 佩 二 ^ ! 兵 ) ， 
which implies 
Consider 
[ [ d,Ueu)dv+ [ ((口 + 矿丄腿“))_幻? 
Jx Jx Jx 
We know that 
[ ( ( • + 1)—ifefe)) - d , )Uhddv < Co !!(• + - \\Ueii)\l 
Jx 
二 。 • ( 兵 ) = 
H 。t 
Moreover, we have 
diUeii) = - d i - sin2 - dA sin^ TiPiP(e-). 
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Using similar argument as before, from the facts 
dA s i n ' = o A , 
艺 i 0 li 
d知 I i � b 勵 
and 
we know that 
J X ^ 
Hence we have 
p — 0-7/4 
jjp + l)-itefe))?“e《力cb = + OM). 
Combining all the previous results, we have 
仏 = 1 ^ ( 1 + 剩 ) - 1 ^ ( 1 + 剩 ) - 1 ^ ( 1 + 剩 ） 
+ ( 崎 ) ） 
二 命 ( 崎 。 ) ) . 
Thus with the aid of Lemma 4.4.8 we proved the case of z < m. The case of 
i>m + l can be proved by case-by-case checking as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.8 
(Lemma 4.10, [17]). 
Before proving the boundedness of the curvatures, we first give a weak esti-
mate on the full curvature of 丁. Let 
j 箭 i f ' S 爪； 
‘ [ 1 ifi>m + l. 
Again we can use the case-by-case checking to show the following estimates: 
Rfjki = 0[K\jKkhi)0{u^) 
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if at least one of these indices i , j , k, I is less than or equal to m and not all of 
them are equal; 
二 卯） 
ii > m + 1. 
Now we can show the boundedness of the curvature. For the holomorphic 
sectional curvature, from the first part of this theorem and Corollary 4.4.2, we 
know that there is a constant CQ > 1 depending on Xq and S such that if |(t,s) < 
S, then 
(i) C � 4 < Ruu <Corl ifi<m; 
(ii) \ R u d < C o 4 i f i > m + l . 
We cover the divisor Y = Mg - Mg by such open coordinate charts. By the 
compactness of Y we can pick a finite covering { S i , H p } of Y. Note that there 
exists an open neighborhood V of Y such that V C By the weak estimate 
and the argument above, we know that the holomorphic sectional curvature of 
r is bounded from below and above on V. However by the fact the Mg -V is 
a compact set in Mg, the holomorphic sectional curvature is also bounded on 
Mg — V and thus they are bounded on Mg. Using this kind of compactness 
argument with the weak estimate, we can also show the boundedness of the 
bisectional curvature and the Ricci curvature of r. • 
Remark 4.4.3. A complete proof of the boundedness of the bisectional curvature 
of T can be found in the proof of the Theorem 3.2 in [18. 
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4.5 Perturbed Ricci Metric 
As mentioned before, the perturbed Ricci metric is another useful new complete 
Kahler metric introduced by Yau et. al.. Now let's examine this metric. 
4.5.1 Definition and the Curvature Formula of the Per-
turbed Ricci Metric 
The perturbed Ricci metric is in fact obtained by adding a constant multiple of 
the Weil-Petersson metric to the Ricci metric. 
Definition 4.5.1. For any constant C > 0, the perturbed Ricci metric f with 
constant C is defined by 
% = Ti] + 
This metric is a natural complete metric whose holomorphic sectional curva-
ture is negatively bounded. To be more precise, the holomorphic sectional cur-
vature of the perturbed Ricci metric near an interior point of the moduli space 
or in the non-degenerate directions near a boundary point is dominated by the 
curvature of the large constant multiple of the Weil-Petersson metric. We will 
go through this in the next subsection. To get prepared, we have to consider the 
curvature formula of the perturbed Ricci metric first. 
Theorem 4.5.1. (Theorem 5.1, [17]) Let s i , S n be normal coordinates at s e 
Mg with respect to the Weil-Petersson metric. Then at s, we have 
= 一{一义{(口 + 讽 M + (口 + 
- f 一 j x jx 泳P少一} 
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where P铜 is the curvature tensor of the perturbed Ricci metric. 
Proof. By the normality of s we know that dkhiq = dih^j = 0, r�& = hP^dkhij 二 0 
and R f 0 = didkh-j at s. Then we have 
dkfiq = dkTiq + C dkhiq = ^fcT^g, 
^p-j = 机 ] + Cdihp-j = dkTf^ 
and 
dA 干 f j = didkT.j + Cdidkhf^ = didkTij + CR_ 
at s. Hence using the formula of didkr-j and Theorem 4.3.2, we have 
Pfjki =胁干(]—子河贴淋7 
= d A n ] + - 干 p—qdm-qdk 丁fj 
= I (• + 碟 ( e 妨 ) + 
+ 一 I x 仏 “ 〜 + 丁p声—+ CRm 
—干气h:人cnjx “ ( e 句 ) C a — 1 乂 ？ 
which is the desired formula. • 
4.5.2 Estimates on the Curvature of the Perturbed Ricci 
Metric 
The following linear algebra lemma will help us estimate the inverse matrix (f'-^ ') 
near an interior point and a boundary point. 
Lemma 4.5.1. Let D be a neighborhood ofO in C and let A and B be two positive 
definite nxn Hermitian matrix functions on D such that they are hounded from 
above and below on D and each entry of them is hounded on D. Then each entry 
of the inverse matrix {A + is of order when C is very large. 
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Proof. Notice that det(A + CB) is a polynomial of C of degree n whose leading 
term is det(B), which is bounded from below. Moreover, all the other coefficients 
are bounded as they are solely products of the entries of A and B. Thus we 
can choose C large enough so that > | det(乂 + CB) - det(B)C"|, 
which implies that | det{A + CB)| > | det{B)\C^ — | det{A + CB) - det{B)C^\ > 
丢I d e t ( 召 W e also know that the determinant of the (i, j)-minor of A + CB 
is a polynomial of C of degree at most n - 1 whose coefficients are all bounded 
by the same reason as above. Since the (i, j)-entry of {A + is 
multiplying the quotient of the determinant of the (j, i)-minor of ^ + CB by 
det(A + CB), the result follows. 口 
The estimates on the inverse matric (r^) near a boundary point is like this: 
L e m m a 4.5.2. (Lemma 5.2, [17]) Let Xq e Mg he a codimension m boundary 
point and let {ti,…，s^) be the pinching coordinates near XQ. Then for < S 
with 5 small and for any C〉0，we have 
(i) < T“ for all i; 
(ii)干巧=0{\Utj\) i f i j < m aud i + j ; 
(iii)干巧=0{\ti\) i f i < m and j 1 ; 
(iv) f 6 = 0 ( l ) i f i , j > m + l . 
Furthermore, the hounds in ( i i ) to {iv) are independent of the choice of C. 
Proof, (i) is indeed a fact of linear algebra. To prove (ii) to (iv), first let 
A = (T-)ij>m+i and B = (%)i,i>m+i again (notice that these two matrices 
in fact represent the non-degenerate directions of the Ricci metric and the Weil-
Petersson metric). Then using similar argument as in the proof of the second 
part of Corollary 4.4.2, we know that both A and B have positive lower bounds. 
Moreover, by Corollary 4.4.1, B is bounded from above and by Corollary 4.4.2, A 
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is bounded from above. Hence both A and B are bounded from above and below 
and each of their entries is bounded on {{t, s) : \{t, s)| < 5}. Now by Corollary 
4.4.1 and Corollary 4.4.2 again we have 
~ ( ^ 屯 、 
(于《力=(否了 A^^CB ) 
where T is an m x m matrix given by 
( 其 ( A + 华 ) ( 1 + 咖 0 ) ) … 羊 ( O K ) + ⑶ — 』 \ 
ti I 47r^ I titm 
T 二 丨 丨 
\ htm ^rn 任" 二 / 
and ^ is an m X (n — m) matrix given by 
I ^(0(1) + C O M ) … 委 ( 0 ( 1 ) + ⑶ ⑷ ） \ ti ti 
少= : : . 
/y/2 7/2 
\ tm ^rn / 
In fact, T represents the degenerate directions of the perturbed Ricci metric and 
屯 represents the mixed directions of the perturbed Ricci metric. Now let i i j 
be the (z, j)-minor of ( f - ) . Then using similar computation techniques as in the 
proof of the second part of Corollary 4.4.2 we can show that 
det(f) = ( n + + CB){1 + 0(仰)） 
fc—1 
where the term 0{uo) is independent of C, and 
m 2 o 
det($.,) = ( n + 宇 � + C 0 ⑷） 
if i, j < m and i + j; 
m 2 o „ 2 
k 二 l,k 关i 
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if z < m and j > m + 1; 
( f t 弟 + 宇 ) ) d e 帆 側 
k=l 
if i j > m + 1, where Dij is the (z, j)-minor of A + CB. Note that all the O(-) 
above are independent of C as well. 
It is worth to recall that + < ^ = 0(1) and by Lemma 
47r^  I o 
4.5.1 we have ,」，巧二) = O(C-i ) = 0(1)，where these two bounds are 
det(A + CB) ~ 
also independent of C. Hence by the fact that |f”| 二 det(f) , result 
follows. 口 
Now we can estimate the curvature of the perturbed Ricci metric. 
Theorem 4.5.2. (Theorem 5.2, [17]) For a suitable choice of the positive con-
stant C, the perturbed Ricci metric f - = Tf^^-Chf^ is complete and its holomorphic 
sectional curvature is negative and negatively hounded from above and below. Fur-
thermore, its hisectional curvature and Ricci curvature are hounded from above 
and below. 
Proof. As long as C is non-negative it is obvious that 干 is complete since it is 
greater than r which is complete. 
The proof of the boundedness of the holomorphic sectional curvature, the 
bisectional curvature and the Ricci curvature is in principle the same as the proof 
of Theorem 4.4.3 with the aid of Lemma 4.5.1 and Lemma 4.5.2. For a detailed 
proof one can consult the proof of the Theorem 3.3 in [18]. • 
4.5.3 Equivalence of the Perturbed Ricci Metric and the 
Ricci Metric 
The equivalence among the perturbed Ricci metric and the Ricci metric would 
be apparent after considering this lemma (Lemma 6.1, [17]): 
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Lemma 4.5.3. The Weil-Petersson metric is hounded from above hy a constant 
multiple of the Ricci metric, i.e., there exists a constant a> 0 such that uwp < 
ar. 
Proof. This lemma follows directly form Corollary 4.4.1 and Corollary 4.4.2. • 
Here we prove the equivalence: 
Theorem 4.5.3. (Theorem 6A, [17]) The Ricci metric and the perturbed Ricci 
metric are equivalent 
Proof. As 干fj = T-j + Chfj and C > 0, the Ricci metric is indeed bounded 
above by the perturbed Ricci metric. Then by Lemma, we also have ^ + ^ ^ f = 
-~~ ( r + CuJwp) < 丁. Hence we know that J' f < r < (1 + Ca)f. • 
1 + Ca 1 + ua 
Chapter 5 
Equivalence of the Kahler 
Metrics on the Teichmiiller 
Spaces and the Moduli Spaces of 
Riemann Surfaces 
In this final chapter we will go through two main results of Liu-Sun-Yau[17], 
namely, the equivalence of the Ricci metric and the Kahler-Einstein metric, and 
the equivalence of the Ricci metric and the McMullen metric. These equivalences 
together imply that the Teichmuller metric is equivalent to the Kahler-Einstein 
metric, which provides a confirmed answer to Yau's conjecture[33 . 
5.1 Equivalence of the Ricci Metric and the Kahler-
Einstein Metric 
Let's quote a fact of linear algebra which we will need in the proof of the equiv-
alence of the Ricci metric r and the Kahler-Einstein metric QKE'-
Lemma 5.1.1. Let A and B be positive definite nxn Hermitian matrices and let 
98 
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a and f3 be positive constants such that B > aA and det{B) < " d e t ( A ) . Then 
there exists a positive constant 7 depending on a, (3 and n such that B < j A . 
Now we can start proving the first equivalence (Theorem 6.2, [17]). 
Theorem 5.1 .1 . The Ricci metric and the Kahler-Einstein metric are equivalent. 
Proof. Consider the identity map h : {Mg,9KE) — iMg, f ) . From classical 
results we know that qke is complete and its Ricci curvature is - 1 . Moreover, by 
Theorem 4.5.2 we know that the holomorphic sectional curvature of 亍 is bounded 
from above by a negative constant. Hence by Theorem 2.3.1, there is a positive 
constant c�such that qke > Cqt. Thus we also have qke > Cit for some constant 
ci > 0 by Theorem 4.5.3. 
Now we turn to consider the identity map : {Mg.r) 一 {Mg.gKE)- By 
Theorem 4.4.3 we know that the scalar curvature and the Ricci curvature of r 
is bounded from below. In addition, the Ricci curvature of qke is —1. Then 
by Theorem 2.3.2 there exists a constant C2 > 0 such that dei{gKE) < C2 det(r). 
Hence using Lemma 5.1.1 there is a constant C3 > 0 such that qke < C3T, and 
this proves the theorem. 口 
5.2 Equivalence of the Ricci Metric and the Mc-
Mullen Metric 
For the comparison between the Ricci metric 丁 and the McMullen metric gi/i, 
we are required to compute the first derivatives of the length functions of short 
geodesies (Lemma 6.3, [17]). 
Lemma 5.2.1. LetXo e Mg be a codimension m boundary point and let (艺 1,…，s^) 
be the pinching coordinates around XQ. Also, let Ij be the length function of the 
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short geodesic on the collar QP^. Then we have 
( ~ -
Oilj = _ 
I -iruibi if I = j , 
where bj and bi are defined in Lemma I^.J^.l. 
Proof. By the harmonicity we know that on XAi is an anti-holomorphic 
quadratic differential, so we can write A^ l^  as using the rs-coordinate 
z on ni. Let C-2(f^i) be the coefficient of the term ^ in the expansion of Ki. By 
z 
Lemma 4.4.1 we know that 
‘1 ， 
T^upi i n — j ; 
^'uqbi i f 'I 二 j. 
Now fix {to, So) with small norm and let X 二 Xt。，卯.Also, let w and z be 
the rs-coordinates on the j-th collar of Xt,s and X respectively. Notice that 
W = w(z, t, s) is holomorphic with respect to z and w[z, Uh sq) 二 z. Consider the 
pulled-back metric on the j-th collar of Xt,s to X . We then obtain 
A 1 � 2/ 1 、dw 2 
being the Kahler-Einstein metric on the j-th collar of Xt,s. Note that Ai = d^ cci = 
—dz{A~^didzlog A), so we can compute that at {to, 5o), 
z z z 
Then since w is anti-holomorphic with respect to z, we know from the above 
expression that (7_2(〜）={-UjdiUj) + + 1) — +1) + 0 = —UjdiUj, where 
c = did^W(0, to, So). Finally we have 
( I ^ 
-Ty^M if ^ i ; 
diUj = f _ 
-^Uibi i f i = i , 
and thus the lemma follows by noting that Ij 二 27TUj. • 
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We can prove the second equivalence (Theorem 6.3, [17]) now. 
Theorem 5.2.1. The Ricci metric and the McMullen metric are equivalent. 
Proof. Since gi/i is complete and the Ricci curvature of gi/i is bounded form 
below, by Theorem 2.3.1 we know that 
r <f < Cogi/i 
for some positive constant Cq. 
For the reverse inequality, we first fix a boundary point Xq and the pinching 
coordinates near Xq. By Lemma 4.1.1 and Theorem 4.1.3, we have 
M 厂 广 
( 卿 ) 瓦 T 
/ o 2 o 2\ / rn \ 
<cA 备 + E ( d i o g i , ) ^ "“ + E l 胁 . 
when i <m, for some constants Ci and C2. 
Now we use Lemma 5.2.1 to obtain 
‘ 学 2 = 細 2 i f … ； 
h 4 
Then by Lemma 4.4.1 we know that 
m 1 1 
E I _ | � > � | 2 + | E 袖2 
j 二1 j 二1 柏i 
+ 剩 + 漏 4 杂 1 + 咖。)). 
1 U^  
From Corollary 4.4.1 and Corollary 4.4.2 we know that h“ = - - ^ ( 1 + 0{uo)) 
3 u^ 
and r - = + 0{uo)) respectively, so we have 
47r ti 
m 
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for some constant C3. Hence we can find a constant C4 二 C2C3 such that 
(91/lk < C^Tfi 
for i < m. For i > m + 1, we just need to note that adopting similar argument 
as above we have 
m 
ha + log/ , f - 0(1) + O M . 
Then since r-- = 0(1) in this case, we have the above inequality for i > m + 1 as 
well. Now notice that pi/z is bounded from below by a constant multiple of r and 
the diagonal entries of {{gi/i)ij) is bounded from above by a constant multiple 
of the diagonal entries of (r-j) (and in fact the diagonal entries have dominating 
orders in respective matrix for both cases). Therefore by a linear algebra fact 
similar to Lemma 5.1.1, we know that there is a constant C5 such that 
r > C^gi/i 
at Xq. 
Lastly by the same compactness argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.5.2 
the theorem is proved. 口 
Remark 5.2.1. Since by Theorem 5.1.3，McMullen metric is equivalent to the 
Teichmiiller metric, and by Theorem 5.1.1 and Theorem 5.2.1 we know that 
McMullen metric is equivalent to the Kahler-Einstein metric, we can conclude 
that the Kahler-Einstein metric is equivalent to the Teichmiiller metric, which 
proves the Yau's conjecture. 
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